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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
KNOXVILLE 37916
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

January 13,

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr,

FROM:

Hardy Liston, Jr

1975

��

Jack Reese

•.

J

.
· •

Jack, this is a section of that part of the report of the
Task Force on Blacks dealing with what we are calling a Black
Affairs Center

(Black Cultural Center) .

This draft was approved

by the Task Force at its meeting on Saturday morning, January 11.
It is transmitted to you at this time because of our knowledge

of the concurrent discussions between you and your staff and
groups that have been much interested in this subject.
I hope
that this statement of the position of the Task Force will be
useful to you and the staff and that it might be shared with
·

the Committee of students and staff members who will be develop
ing recommendations of programm atic plans and administrative struc
tures for such a Center.
If I can provide further information, please let me know.
js
cc:

Members,

Task Force on Blacks

Vice Chancellors
Dr. Ralph Norman

/
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BLACK AFFAIRS CENTER

For several years black students on this campus have expressed a desire to.see a Black Affairs Center established at
this University.

For example,

the black student questionnaire

conducted by this Task Force in June of 1973 shows that,

of the

214 s�udents who responded, 169 or 79% favored the establishment
of such a center.
tion,

(Eight students did not respond to this ques-

19 were neutral, and 18 did not favor its establishment.)

The leaders and directors of the AASLF, of the Office of Black
Studies and of the Office of Minority Affairs favor having such
a center.

A non-formula justification for such a center dated

2 October 1972, a memorandum dated 25 October 1972 from the Coordinator of Black Studies to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
of this campus incorporating by reference a letter dated 3 October

1972 from the Director of the Black Student Educational Cultural
Center at Florida State University in Tallahassee, a chart describing operational aspects of similar centers at other colleges and
universities,

a letter dated 3 April 1974 from selected black

faculty and staff at UTK addressed to the Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs advocating establishment of such a center and setting forth
the reasons t�erefore,

and a detailed proposal for such a center

dated 24 July 1974 prepared by the AASLF on this campus are attached
as appendices to this report.
One of the major problems has to do with defining the role
and purpose of such a center,

....· · ·

if it is to be established.

Would it

c

duplicate the functions of existing institutions such as the
Office of Student Affairs, the Office of Black Studies, AASLF,
or the Office of Minority Affairs, or could it perform a distinct
role?

Would it function primarily as a social gathering place

for blacks, or would it also offer presently unavailable cul
turally educational programs and activities that would inter
relate blacks and whites in greater mutual understanding?

Could

the monies necessary to establish and maintain such a center be
more effectively spent through presently existing structures,

as

for example in bringing more black-related social,

educational

and cultural programs to this campus?

would establish

Conversely,

ment of the center result in any significant diminution of the
University's present commitment to provide black-related cultural
events for the benefit of the campus at large?
A case may be made for establishing a Black Affairs Center
even if its primary function eventuates in providing a social
meeting place for blacks on this campus.

One of the repeated con

cerns of black students both on this campus and on campuses across
the country is that they feel more or less ·estranged from the
predominantly white educational, social and cultural institutions
that make up the typically white-dominated campus.

A Black Affairs

Center would enable blacks to have a distinct location where they
could reinforce their own separate social and cultural identity.
Balanced

against these considerations are questions regarding

�

whether such purposes wou d best serve the long-range interests of
either blacks or whites on this campus.

2

Both races are in sub-

stantial need of greater mutual awareness and understanding, and
only those institutional commitments should be undertaken which
in the considered judgment of the University will aid in achieving
these goals.
This Task Force recognizes the need for additional focus
and activity on this campus relating to the black experience,

in

order to further the goals both of enhancing self-awareness and
identity on the part of blacks and of developing greater awareness
and understanding by non-blacks of black perceptions,
contributions in our society.

needs and

Therefore, the Task Force recommends

that the University give ca�eful attention to the establishment of
a Black Affairs Center as an adjunct of the Office of the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs.

This recommendation is based upon the

conception of such a center as an administrative extension of the
�eneral academic effort of the University.

The Task Force con-

ceives the role of the proposed center as one designed to describe,
understand and communicate the nature of the black experience

in contemporary society to the general University community through
a variety of structured and unstructured, formal and informal programs�

the Black Affairs Center would function as a facility which

would involve the cooperative efforts of blacks and non-blacks of
the Knoxville campus and the local community.

Such a facility

should be centrally located on the campus so as to be physically
as well as psychologically an integral part of the University
life and readily available to all who wish to avail themselves of
its opportunities.

3

The Task Force cautions that successful performance will
depend to a very large extent upon the manner in which its basic conceptualization is communicated to the University as a whole and upon
the strength of administrative,

faculty and student leadership in

support of the Black Affairs Center as here recommended.

The

Task Force urges that the Chancellor's Office assume and exercise
the leadership necessary to accomplish the intent of this recommendation.

/
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Non-Formula Justification
2 October 1972
Annex A

Division of International Education
PROPOSED BLACK STUDIES CENTER
A.

�
The several factors which give rise to the need for a Black Studies
Center may be briefly summarized as follows:
l.

The prese"nt and anticipated growth in the number of Black students
attending the University.

2.

The expressed concern to develop a non-classroom program which
would complement and strengthen the-current Black Studies minor
(and proposed major)' in the College of Liberal Arts.

3.

The felt-need to assist Black students to resolve the special
problems of identity and to relate the Black experience in
American Society to the process of social change and development.

4.

The felt-need to facilitate exposure and growth of understanding
among non-Black students relative to the nature-and .implications
of the Black experience in American Society.

S.

The desirability and appropriateness of a University facility which
could serve as focal point for the promotion, development, and
conduct of special activities designed to encourage mutual understand
ing and respect within all segments of the community with regard
to problems and issues of racial and minority concern in contemporary
society
•

. 6.

7.

B.

The need for an informal, non-classroom setting to facilitate
interaction between students, administrators, and guests - Black
and non-Black.
The demonstrated success of International House in achieving very
similar goals for the members of the University international
community.

Role and · · Functions
'

,..,
\

The proposed Black Studies Center is NOT conce�v� as a "Black House"
exclusively reserved for Black students. The Center should serve as
a university facility designed to provide a focal point for the promotion
and encouragement of mutual understanding, interaction, and enlighten
ment among the members of the total university community with respect
to the special contributions and unique problems relating to the Black
experience in American Society. Just as the programs and activities of
International Bouse are designed and conducted by a "mi of u.s. and

x

DIVISISION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Non-Foxmula Justification
2 October 1972
Annex A,
page 2

foreign students, a representative group of Black and non-Black students
should be expected to serve a similar role for the Center.
Fundamentally, the Center should provide a congenial, comfortable,
informal locale conducive to promoting and encouraging social contact,
small group discussions, and special seminars, lectures, or similar
events.
Television, radio, a record or tape player, and recreational
equipment, as well as a reading room should also be provided (or donated)
But the
to encourage the Center's use for _leisure time activities..
_Center's prime function should emphasize the development of !Ctivitie�.
and special programs which would attract the interest of a broad
spectrum of faculty and students.
Finally, the Center would reflect
visible and tangible evidence of the University's commitment to the
development of facilities which can provide a variety of non-classroom
learning experiences in an area of major contemporary social concern.
Budgetary Implications

c.

The proposal for the Black Studies Center envisions that a suitable
house will be allocated for this purpose. A former private residence
aaaptedto the needs of the Center, would probably require the expen
diture of an estimated $5000-$8000 to insure compliance with building,
fire, and safety.codes. No funds for acquisition or adaptation of the
proposed facility are included in the Division's budget proposals for
FY 74 on the assumption that such expenditures would properly be made
from other accounts.

�·

·

The Coordinator of Blac� Studies should be charged with general
administration responsibflfty for the proposed Center. However,
because of the SP.ecial.nature of the Center and the emphasis placed
upon program development, a new position (Assistant Coordinator of
Black Studies) is proposed for which the responsibility for day-to
In· addition, the proposal recommends
day operation should be assigned.
the use of a few student assistants to insure the presence i
, n the
Center of a responsible person in charge at all times. Student
assistants will be-assigned to duties primarily during the late
The proposal contemplates
afternoon and evening hours and on weekends.
that the Center w;11 be open from 1:00 p.m. until 11:30p.m.,
Monday through Thursday, and from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00a.m., Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.
The proposed hours and use of student assistants
reflects a similar pattern developed in the administration of International
House. The Division's budget request includes a� amount for biweekly wages to cover the cost of student assistants.
Furniture and some equipment �ill need· to be obtained, either through
purchase or donation.
It is estimated that the annual operating cost, aside from lights,
heating, and custodial services, would approximate the following:
Assistant Coord. of Black Studies:
Student Assistants (70 hrs. per
week, 46 weekS, @ $1.65 per hour):
Supplies, Equipment, etc.:
TOTAL

$ 8,000
5,400

1,000
$14,400

r-

TO:

Dr. Walter Herndon, Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs

FROM:

Marvin Peek, Coordinator of Black Studies

RE:

The Establishing of a Black Cultural Center

DATE:

October 25, 1972

The University of Tennessee at Knoxville is the largest and most prestigious
academic institution in the state.
ln order to maintain this lofty position,
the University cont inually undergoes internal studies designed to yield results
in the form of weaknesses in its academic, social, administrative, economic or
physical operations. When such aberrations are found, appropriate deliberations
are undertaken. Like all good acad�mic institutions, UTK moves to meet immediate
problems or potential problems with all deliberate speed. However, the quest�on
of a Black facility seems to somehow have escaped this comprehensive effort to
There exist some discontent, on the part
ward off areas of possible conflict.
of many Black university students, Black faculty and Black staff, as to why no
apparent effort has been made to establish a Black cultural center at UTK.

�
\

The University maintains that it is concerned and committed to make UTK a
positive and hospitable environment for Black students, Black faculty, Black
This administrative commitment must express
staff and Black visitors on campus.
itself in ways that are visible to Black students en masse. Most Blacks forsee,
for sometime to come, a need for the institutionalization of this white concern
in the form of some Black physical sturcture.

Blacks continue to feel alien in what they perceive as a hostile, some�imes
apathetic white environment that appears " to be grossly unaccommodating to their
cultural mores �nd interests.
They have no important "piece of turf" to call
their own, to serve as a point of racial pride, or to simply socialize together
away from the ever present eyes of "whitey." Of course, Black students should
feel that this is their university -- but they don't.
They also should feel
that there is no such thing as racism, segregation and discrimination at UTK
but there is. Unfortunately, Black students will associate a denial of a Black
structure with the latter point, and draw conclusions that the former is not
possible.
A Black House will not ipso facto change the attitude and feelings
of all Black students, but it will, if properly established and maintained,
. go a long way in effecting positive attitudinal changes.
-

Se�eral institutions have suggested to me the reasons for the limited
success of some Black House operations, which are as follows:
•

1.

2.

·

Blilure to provide an attractive, permanent, well-equipped, strategically
located building large enough to accommodate a variety of educational,
cultural, and social activities.
Failure to employ full-time professional staff to work with student
faculty g�oups in planning and executing student and community programs.

Dr. Walter Herndon
Page two
October 25, 1972

3.

Failure to incorporate physically within the Black House certain
academic and student service functions that would generate a pur
poseful flow of traffic.

Also, the attached letter from Miss Audrey Randolph will suggest other
pitfalls of which one must be cognizant.
_ Based upon the material returned to me, most programs utilized their
centers for the following services:
1.

Social Enrichment:

Dances, soul sessions, soul dinners, Black Arts
Festival, soul choir.

2.

Political Programs:

Seminars, speakers, Black Student Union office

3.

Counseling:

Tutorial service, job opportunities, educational
opportunities, scholatship aid

4.

Community programs:

Summer projects for neighborhood children, drug
abuse and population education programs

s.

Academic:

Seminars, classes, lectures, reading room,
poetry, reading and study skills clinic, art
exhibit, newsletter, Black library.

Enclosed also is a copy of our budget request for the funding of a Black
Studies Center.and how we propose to utilize such a facility. Attached is a
chart which indicates certain specific kinds of information in order to compare
our proposal and make appropriate suggestions for revision.
Sincerely,

Marvin Peek, Coordinator of Black Studies

.,,./

.

THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY TALLAHASSEE

Black Student Educational
Cultural Ccncer

October 3,

32306
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Mr. Marvin Peek
- Coord inator,

Bla�k Studies

1629 Melrose Avenue
University of Tennessee
Knoxville,
Dear Mr .

Tennessee 3 7 91 6

Peek:

I am glad that you are in the process of establishing a Black
Center at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

I w ish you

success and I feel you are off to a good start by survey ing other
Centers.

1.

I hope my comments are beneficial.

A Black Center should be large enough to accommodate most of
, its students.
·

•

Our Center is too small.

for study, _recreation,
affairs,

meetings,

There should be areas

and classrooms,

stereo music, , TV and radio l istening.

these areas but they are compact.

social
our center has

The small conference rooms

serves all of the above functions and as you probably th ink,
this does create conflict.

2.

A Black Center should be the focal point for Black students on
campus and for the community.

Outreach Centers are better in

send ing the University to the community.
members desire aid or tutorial services,
see that it can supply aid.

But,

if community

etc. the Center w ill

Thus, the students benefit by

rendering serv ices and so does the community--in receiving
. services.
two

The Summer Youth Camp and Seminole Youth Program are

.. outreach" programs which aid h igh school students in the
-

commun:L
•ty.

Various activities should be-designed to draw Black students.
i
11Cards' and .!'partying .. : re·1 effectiv� yet too used1 and less

�

�

benefic ial to students.in the area of cultural enlig tenment.

.Mr. Marvin Peek
�"

Page Two
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The Center should be the focal point for Black Studies.
classes we have are Karate,

Hair Braiding,

America as well as the Arts and Craft,

Some

Sex and Racism in

Newspaper,

and Black

Writers Workshops.

4.

1

The Center should be the focal point for Black awareness.
"Knowledge in Blackness" is extremely necessary to all Blacks.
The Center should strive to provide avenues for Knowledge in
lecture and cultural series,

as well as advising the Univer

sity program co��ittee about speakers etc.

This quarter the

Center will sponsor a "Student Awareness Conference".
theme is "Blacks In The Sun".
Dyrnally,

�

Fann e Lou Hamer,

The

Last year such people as Merwyn

John Conyers,

M inister Louis

Farrakan were our guests.

s.

All documents and mandates concerning any and all functions and
procedures of the Black Center from its inception should be
kept on file.

Always have comments or

well documented for future use.

"word of mouth" decisions

When a Black radio program

was originally begun at Florida State University radio station,
•

Iff""'
\

students understood it to be sponsored b y the Black Student
Union.

Now,

they have learned that the program is basically

for the community and not sponsored by any group in particu
lar.

It just happened that the former D-J was a member of the

Black Student Union.
was misunderstood,

6.

Because the purpose of the radio program

students are not pleased.

Tutorial and counseling services are important.
to start a tutorial program is by first

The best means

finding out what areas

students need most.
and needs,

An overall questionnaire about interests
as well as goals of the Black Center c.ould provide

the director with special insights.

·1.

While the Center serves numerous functions,
a crutch for the University.

it should not become

Don't let �he Black Center

programs suffice as the reason why a reputable Black Studies
�rogram is not instituted with full academic visibility and use

8.

•

Students do peer group teaching for our Center.
the best means of instruction,

This isn't

but it is workable and provides

learning experiences for the student-teacher and student
participant.

We must strive to keep the Black intellect

within the Black community.

"
\
.

Students teach in their areas

Only one Black
·of expertise i.e., their major or hobby.
instructor at Florida State University teaches a course at
·

the Center�

•

�'fl.r.
:-"·

Marvin Peek

Page Three
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Money is a major problem.

The Center is funded by the V ice

President of Academic Affa irs and the Vice President of
Student Affairs.

The amount of money received depends on

their joint decisions.
Currently ,

the Un iversity is seeking another Vice President

for Academic Affa irs.

Thus the future budget of the Black

Students' Educational and Cultural Centers remains to be
seen.

But with the new scope of the department,

may be a�arded.

more money

The Division of Minority Student Affairs

will become operational when a Director of Minority Student
Affairs has been hired.

Below this person will be the

Black Students' Educational and cultural Center Director and
the International student Affairs Director.

10.

My office is not located at�· the Black Center.
Student Affairs building.
Center,

I had considered moving to the

but the Chairman of the Black Student Union

President)

has h is office there.

the Center,

11.

It is in the
(BSU

The offices would crowd

making it a business building.

The Uniyersity of Florida has a Black Center.
is:

It's address

Institute of Black Culture
University of Florida

1510

West University Avenue

Gainesville,

Florida

32601

Very truly yours,

a.£Lw4J--

(Miss)

Audrey Randolph,

Black Students•

and Cultural Center
AR:ad
Enclosures

Director

Educational
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Dr. Jack Reese

To:

Dr. Hot..rard Aldn:ou
Dr. t�alter Herndon
Fro:.-.:

Black Fac&lty and Staff of U. T ., Knoxville

Rc:

Black Cultural Ce�ter

De1te:

�\pr::l 3, 1974

Whereas we, Black faculty and staff at The University of Tennessee,

Knoxville,·recognize

the following factors which give rise to the need for a proposed Black Cultural Center:

1.

The present ar.d anticipated growth in the number of Black students attendir.�

the. Unive-rsity.

2.

The expressed concern to cevclop a non-classroom program which would comple�

and strengthen the current Black Studies major in the College of Liberal Art
The felt-nead to assist Black students to resolve the special·problems of

3.

identity and to relate the :3lack experience in American society to the proce
of social change and development through a media other than the traditional

classroom setting.

4.

The felt-need to facilitate exposure and growth of understanding among non
Black students relative to the nature and implications of the Black experien
in American society.

•

5.

The desirability and appropriateness of a University facility which could se
as f ocal points for the promotion, development, and conduct ·of special activ
designed to encourage mutual understanding and respect within all segments o
the Black co��unity with regard to problems and issues of racial and minorit:
concern in contemporary society.

6.

7.

The need for an informal, non-classroom setting to facilitate interaction be
students, faculty, administrators and guests - Black and non-Black.
The demonstrated success of International House in achieving very similar go<
for the members of the University International community.

And whereas, the following Black faculty and staff megbers concur with the recommendation!
establish said Black Cultural Center,

be it resolved that we hereby endorse this proposal.

Signed,

LJ_1
""} j /7'
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Insert the following on p . 9 of section on Environment ,
preceding last full paragraph on that page which begins with
the phrase "On-campus rooming .

.

. II

We would emphasize that problems of housing
discrimination may be subtle and difficult to
identify , as evidenced by the facts and opinion in
the recent housing-discrimination case of United
States v . Saroff , 377 F. Supp . 352 (E . D . Tenn .
1 9"/4), tried in the federal district court at
Knoxville , Tennessee .
A copy of that opinion is
In view
attached as an appendix to this report .
of these difficulties , we recommend that the off
c ampus housing service of the University , and those
util izing its services , exercise diligence and
thoroughness in investigating cla�s of alleged
discrimination , that they resolve balanced conflicts
of evidence in this regard in favor of an overall
policy of �plementing open housing in the community ,
and that they seek legal advice and j udicial en
forcement of rights of equal housing whenever resort
to these remedies seems appropriate .

J.

352

377 FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT

of November 29, 1972 was not excused
and was in violation of the Selective
Service laws.
In summary, we hold as follows in re
sponse to the issues stipulated by the
Government and defendant :
- ( 1 ) The board did not reopen defend
ant's file after September 12, 1972 and
before October 19, 1972.
(2) Defendant was subject to induc
tion on.December 6, 1972.
(3) The board did not excuse defend
ant's failure to appear on October 19,
1972 by issuing the letter order of No
vember 29, 1972.
( 4) Defendant did violate the law by
his failure to report on December 6,
1972.

Accordingly, the Court finds defend
ant, Richard Sorrells Ticknor, guilty on
both counts as charged in the indict
ment.

UNITED

STATES

of America

v.
Leon

SABOFF, d/b/a Saroff
Estate Company.
Civ. A. No. 8-145.

United

Real

States District Court.
Tenne�e
_ e, N. D.
May 9, 1974.

E. D.

As

,;..

Amended July 10,

1974.

Government sought injunction to
prohibit realtors from engaging in
"blockbusting" and "steering" activities.
The District Court, Robert L. Taylor, J.,
held thet realtor's good-faith response to
inq1:1iry by homeowner regarding race of
prospective purchaser was not per se vi
olation of "blockbusting" statute; that
liability and has been i!!Sued an order to
report for indtiction 11rior to such birth
day."

occasional statements attributed to real
tor's agents were not made with requi
site intent to induce home
· owners to sell
because of potential influx of minori
ties ; that realtor could not be responsi
ble for statements made by his agents
without his knowledge ; that there was
no evidence of pattern or practice of
blockbusting either by the realtor alone
or in concert with other realtors; and
that there was insufficient evidence to
find that realtor had engaged in "steer
ing" tactics.
Dismissed.

1. Civll Rights ¢=18.2(1)

In determining whether government
is entitled to order enjoining realtor
from engaging in "steering" or "block
busting," court must determine whether
realtor, either as an individual or mem
ber of a group, has attempted to influ
ence or induce any person to sell or rent
by representations regarding entry into
the neighborhood of persons of a partic
ular race and whether realtor's actions,
when examined collectively, amounted to
-a pattern or practice. Civil Rights Act
of 19_68, §§ 804 ( a, b, d, e ) , 813, 42 U.S.
C.A. §§ 3604(a, b, d, e), 3613.
2. Civil Rights e=u.s
Representation by realtor which is
.alleged to constitute "blockbusting"
must be construed in light of the sur
rounding circumstances and the realities
of the market place. Civil Rights Act of
1968, § 804(e), 42 U.S.C.A. § 3604(e).
S. Civil Rights �11.5
Real estate agent's good-faith re
sponse to an inquiry made by homeown
er regarding the race of a prospective
buyer of his home is not per se violative
of statutes prohibiting "blockbusting."
where, . under the circumstances, the
agent's aJt6wer is not couched in such a
fashion as to prey upon the fears of the
homeowner. CivifRights Act of. 1968, §
804(e), 42 U.S.C.A. § 3604(e).

�
'

·'

This section was deleted by later amend·
meots to the regulations.

..
...
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Cl\11 Rights �11.5

Statements or acts of inducement,
which are calculated by realtor to engen
der a sense of fea1· and urgency in the
homeowner, and thus violative of statute
prohibiting "blockbusting,'' are those
statements that are made prior to a sell
er's own inquiries concerning prospec
tive buyer's race and that repeatedly em
phasize and accent the prospective buy
er's race. Civil Rights Act of 1968, §
804 ( e ) , 42 U.S.C.A. § 3604 (e) .

Rights 4S=lL5
In determining whether realtor's
collective conduct constitutes pattern or
practice of "blockbusting," any state
ments about a buyer's race that resulted
from inquiries made in the first in. stance by the homeowner must be ex
cluded from consideration, as must any
- statements regarding the race of a pro
spective buyer wh�re there exists a
question as to whether the realtor's
statement was made in response to any
inquiry. Civil Rights Act of 1968, §
804 (e), 42 U.S.C.A. § 3604(e ).
5.. Civil

6.

ClvU Rights �11.5

Three isolated incidents in which
realtor's agents told prospective home
buyers that "the coloreds are moving
in," that the agent had a prospective
black buyer in her car who was interest
ed in looking at the home, and that real
tor "wasn't showing anything in that
nrea except to colored people" were not
made with. requisite intent to induce
homeowner to sell on basis of influx of
minority members and thus did not con
stitute violations of "blockbusting" stat
ute. Civil Rights Act of 1968, § 804( e).
42 U.S.C.A. § 3604(e) .

1.

Clvll Rights

e=i1.5

In determining whether statements
concerning prospective buyer's race were
made with the illegal intent to induce
homeowner to sell, court must consider
the number of times reference to race
was reiterated during course of realtor's
contact with homeowner, number of
times realtor returned to the homeowner
without invitation, whether statement
was made accidently and as an isolated
3n F.Supp.-23

'Il
!

SQ

and singular instance or as an i ntegral
part of an overall scheme, and the over
all tenor of the agent's conversation
with the homeowner. Civil Rights Act
of 1968, § 804(e) , 42 C.S.C.A. §
3604(e).
8.

ClvU Rights

e:=>t3.'7

Where realtor neither encouraged
his agents to "work" a neighborhood
when the first black family moved i n
nor urged agents t o solicit listings o n a
door-to:-door basis and where nothing in
dicated that realtor was ever apprised of
wrongful conduct on the part of his
agents in attempting to induce home
owners to sell because of prospective in
flux of blacks, realtor could not be held
responsible for any "blockbusting" activ
ities which his agents might haYe en
gaged in. Civil Rights Act of 1968, §
804(e), 42 U.S.C.A. § 3604 (e).
9 . Civil Rights

€:=>13.2(1)

Injunction for violation of "block
busting" statute cannot issue a.c; ·a resnlt
of an isolated incident, rather the repre
sentations of the realtor must be shown
to have been repeated, routine and regu
larly engaged in as a course of business.
Ch·il Rights Act of 1968, § 804 (e), 42
U.S.C.A. § 3604 (e).
10. Ch'il Rights <l:=ll,;J

Where realtor
who was alleged to
I
have engaged in "blockbusting" had
been actively concentrated in transition
al area before urban renewal relocation
project, which created influx of minori
ties, bega n and h ad not &bruptly shifted
his operation from outside the area upon
learning of the relocation project and
where allegedly illegal representations
were made by only two of realtor's
agents and appeared to have been isolat
ed incidents, there was no pattern or
practice of inducing hom_eowners to sell
because of prospective influx of minori
ties.
Civil Rights Act of 1968, ·§§
804( : ), 813, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 3604 (e),
3613.
11. Civil Bights

e=»t3.J

It is not enough, to show violation
of Fair Housing Act, that government

'
•

'

�� t
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14.

Rights �13.2(1)
Where there was no evidence that
realtor who was accused of engaging in
"blockbusting" and "steering" tactics
had denied the rights of any citi·
zen, go\"ernment was not entitled- to in
junction against the realtor's engaging
in such tactics on theory that the denial
of rights to a group of persons raised is
sue of general public importance even in
the absence of a pattern or practice of
12. Civil Rights e=»IS.2(1)
engaging in such tactics. Civil Rights
Where there was no evidence of uni Act of 1968, §§ 804(a, b, d, e), 813, 42
ty or coordination of effort between - u.s.c.A §§ 3604(a, b, d, e), 3613.
realtors who- had entered into consent
orders with respect to violations of
John L. ·Bowers. Jr., U. S. Atty.,
"blockbusting" statute and another real
Knoxville, Tenn., Elliott D. McCarty,
tor doing business in the same area and
Housing Section, Civil Rights Div., U.
where there was no evidence of unity or S. Dept. of Justice, Washington, D. C.,
coordination of effort among the real for plaintiff.
tors who had entered into the consent
Robert H. Watson, Jr., Joseph J. Lev
orders, realtor who had not entered into
itt,
Jr., Knoxville, Tenn., for defendant.
consent order could not be enjoined from
violation of blockbusting statute on theo
MEMORANDUM
ry that he had engaged in a group pat
tern or practice of "blockbusting." Civil
ROBERT L.
TAYLOR,
District
Rights Act of 1968, §§ 804(e), 813, 4_2 Judge.
u.s.c.A. §§ 3604(e) , 3613.
\
INTRODUCTION
18. Civil Rights �lS.lB(S)
The United Staies instituted this ac
In view of fact that realtor's princi tion on November 8, 1973 against three
pal area of operation had always been in defendants : Saroff Real Estate Compa
transitional area and in view of express ny, Simco Properties, Inc. and :M and W
desire of persons being displaced by ur Enterprises, Inc., alleging that they had
ban renewal t6 remain in the area, fact individually and collectively violated cer
tain provisions of Title VIII of the Civil
that displacees were directed by realtor
to transitional area in which realtor was Rights Act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. § 3601 et
- accused of having ·engaged in "block seq. (The Fair Housing Act of 1968
[hereinafter referred to as the Act] )
busting," fact that one of realtor's
agents stated to a client that she was Each defendant operates a realty busi
showing homes in the area only to "col ness with operations in East Knoxville,
ored people" and fact that ads for homes Tennessee. . The Court entered consent
handled by realtor in the transitional orders as to :M and W Enterprises, Inc.
area carried notation "fair housing bro on November 8, 1973 and February 8,
ker'' whereas other ads did not was in 1974, respectively, in which the defend
sufficient to show a pattern or practice ants agreed to comply with the Act in
of !!steering." Civil Rights Act of 1968, full.
§ S04(a, b. d). 42 u.s.C.A. § 3604(a, b.
Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 3613,1 -the
United States alleles that the remaining
d).

identify members of a purported group
and attribute certain statements to their
agents, as minimal nexus must be shown
to exist among members constituting the
group in order to hold aU of the mem
bers responsible for violations of "block
busting" statute by the group as a
whole. Civil Rights Act of 1968, §§
804(e) , 813, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 3604(e),
3613.

Civil

---

-··

··�·

•

.

I 3613 provides in full that:
..Whenever the Attnmey General has rea·
sonable cause to believe that any 11erson or
croup of persons is engaged in a pattern or

I. 42 U.S.C.

practice of reslatance to the full enjoyment
of any of the rights granted by this sub- '
chapter. or that any group of persons has
been denied any of the rights granted by

.;-

__.
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defendant, Saroff Real Estate Company,
has engaged, either as an individual or
as a member of a group, in certain dis
criminatory conduct prohibited under 42
U.S.C. § 3604 ( a ) , (b), (d) and (e ),
which pro..·ides:
.. § 3604
..
. it shall be unlawful"(a) To refuse to sell or rent after
the making of a bona fide offer, or to
refuse to negotiate for the sale of
rental of, or otherwise make unavaila
ble or deny, a dwelling to any person
because of race, color, religion, or na
tional origin.
"(b) To discriminate against any
person in the terms, conditions, or
privileges of sale or rental of a dwell
ing, or in the provision of services or
facilities in connection therewith, be
cause of race, color, religion or nation
al origin.
*

*

•

*

•

*

"(d) To represent to any person be
cause of race, color, religion, or na
tional origin that any dwelling is not
available for inspection, sale or rental
when such dwelling is in fact so avail
able.
"(e) For profit, to induce or
attempt to induce any person to sell or
rent any dwelling by representations
regarding the entry or p.:ospectiv� en
try into the neighborhood of a person
or persons of a particular race, color,
religion, or national origin."
The phenomena described in the above
section are more commonly referred to
as blockbusting and steering.
The trial of this case lasted one and a

half days, during which .time thirty ex-

this subchapter and such denial raises an is·
sue of general JIUblic importance, he may
bring a civil action in any llJipropriate Unit·
with it a
ed States district court by filing,
.
complaint setting forth the facts antl re1De&ting such tlreventive relief, including an
application for a pennanent or temtiOrary
ill,jnnction, restraining onler, or other onler
against the person or persons responsible
for such pattern or practice or denial of
rights, aa he deems necessary to insure the
full ell,joyment of the rights granted by this

- .. .... . . __ .

--

il

. '4' �J�

hibits were introduced and testimony r·::
ceived from thirty-three witt:E:':-·.
twenty-eight on behalf of the Go\·t·:·
ment and five o n behalf of Saroff. It :�
in this posture that the Court set:' :'
the following findings of fact r:nd v
elusions of law pursuant to Rule 50,
R.Civ.P.
.·

··

FINDINGS OF FACT
The defendant, Saroff Real Estate
Co., Inc., is engaged in the sale a:.,;
rental of real estate, both resident!:,�
and acreage property,2 in Knoxville a::..:
Knox County, and has two offices-one
in East Knoxville (i\Iagnolia Avenue l
and one in West Knoxville (Kingston
Pike). S ince its initial development in
1964, the major portion of Saroff's busi
ness has been . conducted in the East
Knoxville area,3 a portion of which i"
presently a "transitional" area that ha�
experienced an influx of Black home
owners and a concomitant outflow of
White homeowners beginning around
1969. Three other realtors also operato2d
in this area of Knoxville-- Frank Wylie
Realty Company, Simco Realty, and Jim
Miller Realty-although they have not
traditionally concentrated in the East
Knoxville market. During the time pe·
·riod under examination here, Saroff em·
ployed six real estate agents who were
active" either on a full or part-time ba
sis: Mr. Louis Jaffe, who was also a
broker; Mrs. Charles Kelley; l\1:-s.
Stanley Williams; Mr. Monte )lillen:
Mr. Joe Levitt, Sr.; and Mr. )Iadison
Smith.
Knoxville has undergone in recent
years two phases of a continuing urban
renewal project, the Mountain View Ur
ban Renewal Project, and, more recently,
subchapter." For a· general description of
the Act see 13 A.L.R-Fed. 285; Comment,
22 De Paul L.Rev. at 823 (1973).
2. Defendant's rural and acreage-only transac
tic*s are not under examination here.
3.

Prior to his real estate operati ons, llr.
Saroff operated a pawn shop in a predomi
nantly Black sector of Knoxville.

4.

Other individuals, who had previously
worked for Saroff, were considered inncth·,..

.::;: �·'

J'-- -
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the Morningside Urban Renewal Project,
which was first formally begun on June
31, 1971. At that time, the Knoxville
Housing Authority (K.H.A.) was faced

sponded, "No," but indicated instead that
K.H.A.'s principal problem in the reloca

with the formidable task of finding new
homes for the numerous persons that

pears that some of the initial relocation
of urban renewal displacees was carried
out in an atmosphet·e of urgency� Mr.

would be displaced irr the course of the
renewal project. (See Exhibit 19) In
order to effect an efficient and orderly
relocation of residents from the project
area to other areas of the City, a meeting
was held on June 17, 1971 by K.H.A. and
was attended by 25-30 local real estate
agents, including agents from Saroff,
Miller, Simco (then Simpson), and Wy
lie. (Exhibit 9)
At this meeting, K.
H.A. explained that the families to be
displaced by the program would need re
placement housing and that the realtors'
assistance in this relocation program

tion project was not being able to relo
cate displacees fast enough. Thus, it ap

Ulmer testified that a shortage of suita
ble housing in all Black neighborhoods
forced displacees to seek replacement
housing in previously White neighbor
hoods.
The record indicates that shortly after
the June 17 meeting an &ppreciable in
crease in the number of houses for sale
in the East Knoxville area occurred. In
particular, this increase was noted on
Michael
Street,
Meadowview
Drive,
Woodbine Avenue and Fifth Avenue
streets lying northeast and essentially
adjacent to the Morningside project
area. Although "For Sale" signs bore

W'Ould be instrumental to the project's
success.
ln this regard, the Housing
Authority explained to the agents and
the names of Saroff, Wylie, Miller and
brokers the applicable federal relocation
Simco, 1\lr. Saroff testified that his com
laws, that K.H.A. would have to inspect
pany had listings and "For Sale" signs
and approve any replacement listings for ,
in the area before the meeting since his
building code compliance before it would
company had operated in the East Knox
authorize a replacement sale to a displa
ville area prior to June 1971.
cee, and, lastly, the displacement price
The Court concludes that the East
schedule (Exhibit 10) was explained.5
Knoxville area adjacent to the Morning
Mr. Ulmer, Director of the Urban Re
side Urban Renewal Project area (Ex
newal Program, testified that at this
hibit 19) , consisting in the main of Jef
meeting K.H.A. requested the realtors to
submit listings to the Housing Authori-· ferson Avenue, Woodbine Avenue, Fifth
Avenue, Magnolia Avenue, and south
ty so that it could inspect and approve
easterly to Selma Avenue, was a racial
the 8ame for displacees. Saroff, there
after, submitted listings to K.H.A. from
ly transitional area during the period
August 1971 to December 1973 (Exhibit
under examination here, 1969-1973.
13) . Mr. Ulmer also testified that most Thus, during this period there was an
influx of Black homeowners, in part,
of the listings his office received from
displacees from the 1\lorningside Urban
the realtors were in the East Knoxville
�area, adjacent to the project area and,
for the most part, in previously White
neighborhoods.e

lomplaints

When asked on cross

examination whether his office received

·

/

from Black displacees that

the requested listings were restricted to

the East Knoxville area, Mr. Ulmer re-

5.

Evidently, the Exhibit 10 schedule
was not
·
effective until .May 1972.

8. The term "Gll White" is cautiously avoided
since

testimony

from

homeowners

in

the

I

Renewal Project, into the adjoining East
Knoxville area and an accompanying
outflow of White homeowners from the
same geographical area (Exhibits 1, 2,
3, 4, and 19) .
The Government's principal witnesses
consisted of va,.ious real estate agents
East Knoxville area indicated that a rela·
tivel.r small number of Blacks moved into
the East Knoxville area as early as 1969.
·before the l.'ttoruiDgaide Urbu Renewal Proj·
ect formally commenced in June of 1972.

·'
..

� · .. .. .:..�
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and persons who were either homeowners in the East Knoxville area prior to
the influx of Blacks or who had sought
to buy a home and used the services of
Saroff, Miller, Wylie or Simco.
The
significance of this testimony justifies
its su�mation at this point :
a. Mrs. Bella GambreU-White, a
resident of the East Knoxville area, tes
tified that, although she could not iden
tify the person specifically, a sales wom
an from Saroff approached her at her
home in East Knoxville in 1971 and pur
portedly made the statement that "the
coloreds are moving in [the neighbor
hood].''

b. Mrs. Betty Byrd-White-who
presently lives in West Knoxville, testi
fied that the real estate activity in her
prior East Knoxville neighborhood start
.
ed to increase appreciably in 1971. Aft
er having contracted with a realtor to
list her former home, she testified that
she was contacted in January 1972 by
Mrs. Kelley of Saroff, who asked her if
she could list her house. Mrs. Byrd told
her that they had already, listed the
house with another' realtor, Claiborne,
Lothrop and Sample, Inc. Approximate
ly three months later, Mrs. Kelley · ar
rived at Mrs. Byrd's home and said she
had a prospective Black buyer in her car
who was interested in looking at her
home. Mrs. Byrd again told Mrs. Kelley
to contact a . Claiborne agent. On cross
examinatio.n, Mrs. Byrd testified th�t
Kelley•s statement that she had a pro
spective Blaclc buyer had no immediate
effect on her at the time of Mrs. Kel
ley•s second visit. Mrs. Kelley subse
quently · testified that she did not recall
a second meeting with Mrs. Byrd.
c. Mrs. Charles McAmis-White-
who has lived on Meadowview Drive in
East Knoxville for fourteen years, stated
that the first Blacks moved into her
neighborhood around 1968-1969 and that ·
- real estate activity increased around
1970. In 1971, she stated she was con
_tacted by Mrs. Baxter from Simpson
. ... Realty· and later was contacted in · the
Fall of 1971 by an agent from Wood
Agency, who stated to Mrs. McAmis

that, " [ i ] f you ever want to sell your
"
1\lrs.
home, contact me.
McAmis was never contacted by a Sar
off agent.
d. Mr. James M. Baker-White--who
has lived in the East Knoxville area for
five years, testified that he was contact
ed, by l\lrs. Williams of Saroff by tele
phone at his place of business sometime
before June 1973. At that time, l\Irs.
Williams said that she had a prospective
buyer who was interested in purchasing
Mr. Baker's home. There appears to be
a question whether Mrs. Williams told
Mr. Baker that the buyer was Black i n
response t o an inquiry made b y Mr.
Baker or whether Mrs. Williams said in
the first instance that the interested
buyer was Black. Mr. Baker did testify
on cross-examination that any conversa
tion about race was broached by him
and not Mrs. Williams.
\
e. Mrs. Gary Coffey-White--who
had lived in East Knoxville for nine
years stated that the first Blacks moved
into her neighborhood three years ago
and that her next door neighbor, a Black
family, had moved in two year8 ago. In
the Fall of 1972 Mrs. Coffey stated she
was contacted by M rs. Kelley, a distant
blood relative, who asked l\trs. Coffey at
that time whether she had met her next
door neighbors, the Davis•, a Black fam
ily that bad -recently moved into the
neighborhood.
f. Mr. Co/fey-White--testified that
when l\Irs. Kelley indicated on a second
visit that she had a prospective buyer he
could not recall whether she said the
buyer was Black. Mr. Coffey said it
was "common knowledge" that the buy
ers were Black.
-

g. Mr. · David Qualls-White-who
bas lived at his present East Knoxville
·address for 8¥2 years, testified that
Mrs. K!lley came to his bouse i n the
early part of 1972 and said she had a
prospective buyer from Racula Village, a
Black neighborhood.
When asked by
Mr. Qualls i f the interested buyer was
Black, Mrs. Kelley answered, "Yes!'

.....

. .
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Hood-White-an
h. Mrs.
East
Knoxville resident for five years, was
contacted by Mrs. Kelley in the summer
of 1973, who came to !\Irs. Hood's home
and said she had an interested buy
er. Mrs. Hood stated that at the time
of Mrs. Kelley's visit, there existed a cli
mate of an:<iety and consternation in the
neighborhood due to an increase in the
number of "For Sale" signs. There ap
peared to be some difference whether
Mrs. Kelley said the prospective buyer
was Black. before or after an inquiry by
Mrs. Hood respecting the buyer. Mrs.
Hood said the house was not for sale
and Mrs. Kelley left.

·'

i. Mr. Harold Beard-White-testi
fied that in the summer of 1969 he
phoned Saroff and inquired about a
house in the Holston Heights area of
East Knoxville (at that time predom
inantly White, but in a state of tran
sition) .
Mr. Beard testified that an
agent at Saroff told him that he would
be more comfortable in West Knoxville.
This statement, however, was made to
Mr. Beard without knowledge of his
race. Mr. Beard testified that the Sar
off agent asked about his oecupation
only.

q

' j. Mrs. fJrolyn Dflvis-Biack-testi
fied that she contacted Saroff in late
1970-1971 by phone and spoke to Mr. Joe
Levitt, Sr.7 At that time, she told Mr.
Levitt that she was looking for a three
bedroom home ·jn the $12,000-$14,000
price range.
Mr. Levitt showed her
three homes in the East Knoxville area.
· Thereafter, when her husband accepted
· a job in Oak Ridge, located west of
Knoxville, she again requested some list
ings from Saroff in the $15,000-$20,000
price range for a three-bedroom home.
But this time she specifically asked for
a location in West Knoxville. A Saroff
agent said that houses were high in
·
West Knoxville but that they had listings in bet• price range in East Knox
ville.
Mrs. Davis, in the belief that
7. Mr. Joe Levitt, Sr., seriously ill and unable
to testify at tbe trial, has since pWISed
awa7.

she was being denied listings in the
West, then reported her second conversa
tion with Saroff to Mrs. Wilma Duna
way, of the Knoxville Urban League.
-k. },frs. Dunaway-White-testified
that in response to 1\Irs. Davis' com
plaint she phoned Saroff on October 5,
1972 and inquired about three-bedroom
houses in the $ 17,000-$20,000 price
range. l\lr. Levitt said he had a house
in West Knoxville on Tranquilla Lane,
one in North Knoxville, and finally told
her of the company's listings in East
Knoxville.
Mr. Saroff later testified
that it was his belief when he spoke
with 1\Irs. Davis that she could not have
purchased the house on Tranquilla Lane
because that particular house did not
meet the requisite structural standards
for a Federal home loan.

l. Mrs. Cathy Dunsmore-Whi�
who previously lived in the East Knox
ville area, testified that Mrs. Kelley
came to her place of business some time
before July 1973 and, after asking Mrs.
Dunsmore if she knew that the house
next door to her was for sale, said that
she had a prospective buyer.
In re
sponse to a question by Mrs. Dunsmore,
Mrs. Kelley said she "wasn't showing
anything in that area except to colored .
people." Mrs. Kelley later testified that
she made no remarks to Mrs. D unsmore
regarding race.
·

m. Mrs. Glen-White-contacted a
Saroff agent in July 1971 and said she
wanted to live in an integrated neigh
borhood, specifically, the Holston Hills 8
·
area. Although an agent showed l\lrs.
Glen a house in the Holston Hills area,
the agent purportedly made the state
ment to her that Blacks were still "east
of Sunset."
n. ·Mr. Louis Thompson-Black-tes
tified that he contac�d . the Wylie Com
pany in July 1970 and inquired about
listings in tht West Knoxville area. He
said he was neither shown nor told of
any housing in the West Knoxville area.

· 8.

The Holston Hills area is l,redominantly
White, while the Boistoo Heights area is
t1'811.1ltional.
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9·

Mrs BeUe Higgins-White-Exec
•.

utive Vice President of the Knoxville
Board of Realtors, testified that Wylie
was a member of the Multiple Listing
Service but stated that Saroff was not a
member.9
p. Mr. Jack King-White-a pre
vious resident of the East Knoxville
area, testified that he contacted the
Simpson Company in 1972 and spoke
with 1\Irs. Baxter who stated that she
was in a better position to sell a home
since she was in touch with the Urban
Renewal people and displacees.
1\Ir.
King had no contact with Saroff.
q. Mrs. Anita Washington-of the
Knoxville Community Development As
sociation, testified that she was in
charge of the Urban Renewal Relocation
program and that Saroff enjoyed a good
reputation for honesty and fairness with
respect to relocating displacees.
r. Mr. Charles Ogle-White-a pre
vious resident of East Knoxville, testi
fied that Jim l\liller of Miller Real Es
tate Co. approached him at his home and
said the racial composition of the neigh
borhood was. going to change, Mr. Ogle
addi�ionally testified · that Saroff later
sold his house but made no racial repre
sentati.ons at that time.
s. Mrs. Rachel Jordan-White-who
lived in East Knoxville for fifteen years,
'testified that a sales person from Simp
son came and told her that the neighbor
hood was going Black ; however, no
agent from Saroff ever approached her.

t. Mrs. Stanley WiUiams-White-a
full-time employee of Saroff, testified
'
that a meeting of Saroff agents was
held at Mr. Saroff's home approximately
one year ago, at which time Mr. Saroff
discussed how to increase the company's
listing.
1\lrs. Williams testified that
door-to-door soliciting was neither advo
cated nor discussed by Mr. Saroff.
9.

·

A multiple listing service ls "a system of
listing all properties for sale or rent by each
real estate with a central bureau or on a list
avaUable to aU brokers participating who

ma.r then seU or rent tl1e proJlerties with
the commission being split in· agreed propor·

u. Mrs. Bea Tapley-White--former
ly an employee of Wylie, testified that
she went to East Knoxville to solicit
homes. In particular, Mrs. Tapley testi
fied that she would knock on doors and
then urge the occupant that it was an
opportune time to sell because of the Ur
ban Renewal program. It is significant
to note that Mrs. Tapley testified that
most displacees wanted to remain in the
East Knoxville area and that the Hous
ing Authority in assisting in�the reloca
tion never requested displacement hous
ing outside the East Knoxville area.
Defendant Saroff introduced testimo
ny from its agents-Mrs. Kelley, Mr.
Bush, llr. Madison Smith and its owner,
Mr. Saroff.
a. Mrs. Kelley-White-generally
sought to rebut much of plaintiff's
testimony.
She contended that her
only uninvited contacts were pursuant
to requests made by buyers that she
inquire about the availability of a par
ticular house. She testified that she
had neither sold a house on a racial
basis nor did she condone the prac:tice.

b.

·

Mr. George Bush-White--who

presently owns his own real estate
company in Knoxville, testified that
when he was formerly with Saroff as
an agent and broker for 5% years he
never solicited over the telephone or
on a· door-to-door basis. Again, 1\Ir.
Bush emphasized that most of Sar
;
off s business - during his association
with the company was concentrated ·in
East Knoxville.
When as ked on
cross-examination if )Ir. Saroff had
ever specifically instructed him re
garding the Fair Housing Act and its
mandatory provision, Mr. Bush re
sponded that, while 1\lr. Saroff had
never
specifically
instructed
him
about the Act. he did testify that Mr.
•

tion between the brokers listing the proper·
ties and the brokers selling them."
Web
ster's Third International Dictionary, 1961
Ed. The listlug i tself is restricted to mem
bers. See Collective Exhibit l'i.
•

'1
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Saroff had instructed his agents at
meetings to be "fair" in showing list
ings.
c. Mr. Madison Smith-Black- a
salesman with Saroff for 12-13 years
and the second Black salesman in
Knoxville to work for a White realtor,
testified that his experience in the
Urban Renewal Project was that most
displacees desired to remain in the
East Knoxville area.
Additionally,
:1\Ir. Smith noted that there was no
comparable housing for displacees in
any other part of Knoxville.
d. Mr. Saro/1-testified that most
of his c�tomers were Black when he
began his operation in 1964 ; that
they have remained predominantly
Black ; that since 1968 most of his
listings have been in East Knoxville ;
and. that as a result of selling homes
to Blacks he has not been able to ob
tain listings in West Knoxville. When
asked how he determined what liatings
are given a client, he testified that the
client•s geographical desire and in
come were controlling. Finally. Mr.
Saroff testified that the Housing Au
thority had advised him that most
displacees wanted to live in- East
Knoxville.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Jurisdiction of this action is based on
28 u.s.c. § 1345 and 42 u.s.c� § 3613.
The Fair Housing Act. whose stated
congressional policy 1o is to provide for
fair housing throughout the United
States. is of relatively recent origin and,
consequently, the Court is not signifi
cantly aided by prior case law in its con
struction of the Act. Moreover, the Act
is not without terms subject to varying
judicial interpretations and construction.

[1]

Section S60J,{e)

The Court must initially deter
mine whether defendant•s conduct, ei10. 42 U.S.C.

I 360L

ther as an individual or as a member of
a group, was in violation of Section
3604 ( e ) , which pro\·ides that it is unlaw
ful " [ f] or profit, to induce or attempt to
induce any person to sell or rent any
dwelling by representations regarding
the entry or prospective entry into the
neighborhood of a person or persons of
a particular race, color, religion, or na
tional origin." Assuming that defend
ant's actions did in fact satisfy the req
·uisite elements for a violation of Section
3604 (e) , the Court must then determine
whether defendant's actions, when exam
ined collectively, amounted to a pattern
or practice under Section 3613. The
test for any violation under the Act,
therefore, appears twofold.

_

I
!

A
representation
under · section
3604(e) must be interpreted in light of
its purpose : "to prevent persons from
preying on the fears of property owners
and inducing panic selling resulting in
monetary loss to the sellers and instabil
ity in the neighborhoods involved!•
United States v. Mitchell, 327 F.Supp.
476, 479 (N.D.Ga.1971) . Thus, the sec
tion seeks io discourage an agent's solic
itous conduct that serves as a dangerous
catalyst in an apprehensive neighbor
hood. It is not, however, every act of
the real estate agent that the Act for
bids. Rather, the Act proscribes only
those acts or words that would be likely
to "convey to a reasonable man, under
the circumstances, the idea that mem
bers of a particular race, color, religion
or national origin are or may be enter
ing his neighborhood." 327 F.Supp. at
479.11

:.·)
,
'

· .·

--

[2] Accordingly, i t would be inadvis
able and inequitable for any judicial
analysis of defendant•s conduct in this
instance to be made in a vacuum. In
deed, inherent in the definition set forth
· in MitcheU is the principle tliat the representation Jll ust be construed in light of
the surrounding circumstances and the

.. �
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'
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I I . See Gho United States v. Bob Lawreoee
Realty, Inc., 321 F.Supp. 487, 489 (N.D.Ga.
1971). affirmed, 474 F.2d 115 (5th Cir.
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This
realities of the market . {llace.
standai·(f -llierefore, avoids iacing an
onerous and unjustified burden on the
realtor,n while preserving the integrity
of the new Act's objectives. In this re
gard, plaintiff urges this Court to adopt
the ruling of the district court in Brown
v. State Realty Co., 304 F .Supp. 1236,
1241 (N.D.Ga.1969) , that any statement
regarding a prospective buyer's race is
per se violative of Section 3604 ( e ) . In
finding that defendant had made repre
simtations
in
violation of Section
3604( e ) , the C�urt in B rown submitted :

p

"Nor does the fact that contact with
the agents was initiated in some cases
by the property owners or that the
subject of Negro purchasers was in
some cases first raised by the proper
ty owners change the result. The con
duct condemned and the responsibility
phiced by the statute on the agent is
to refrain absolutely from any such
representations
." u
.

304 F.Supp, at 1241.
[3, 4] As the language of Section
3604(e) requires the racial representa
tion to be made for the purpose of in
ducing the homeowner to sell, the Court
is persuaded that an agent's good faith
resporuse to an inquiry made by the
homeowner regarding the race of a
prospective buyer of his home is not per
se violative, where, under the circum
stances . the agent's answer is not
couched in such a fashion as to prey
upon the fears of the homeowner. To
require the agent to stand mute in the
face of such a question initiated by the
homeowner would be to ignore the fact
that the homeowner has traditionally
expressed a justified interest in the per. son who proposes to purchase his home.
Moreover, it does not appear that such a
good faith response would serve to frus
trate either the letter or the spirit of
Section 3604 (e) since that section ex·

12.

'' [T]he 'reasonable man' standard protects
the salesman from the paranoid wb9 inter
prets a real estate salesman's 'good morning'
as a part of a sinister scheme to undermine
the value of his house."
327 F.Supp. at

479.
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plicitly requires that the representations
must be made to induce the sale of the
homeowner's property.
Statements or
acts of inducement, calc ula ted by the
agent to engender a sense of fear and
urgency in the seller, would appear to
be those statements that are made prior
to a seller's own inquiries and that re
peatedly emphasize and accent a pro
spective buyer's race. Thus, in United
States v. )Iintzes, 304 F.Supp. 1305, 1312
( D.:\Id. l 969) , Judge Thomsen stated
that :
"Similar [Constitutional] problems
would arise if the Act were applied to
an honest answer to a question put by
the owner of a dwelling. As we have
seen, only one of the representations
relied on by the plaintiff i n this case
was made in response to a question."
( Citation omitted)
[5] In light of the above discussion,
the Court at this threshold point cannot
include. in determining y•hether defend
ant's collective conduct constitutes a pat
tern or practice, any statements about a
buyer's race that resulted from inquiries
made in the first instance by the home
owner and must likewise exclude any
stateme.rits regarding the race of a prO
spective buyer where there exists a
question 'Yhether the agent's statement
was made in response to any inquiry.
Ha\·ing heard the testimony of the vari:
ous former homeowners in East Knox
vilJe, there appears to be substantial
conflict in this regard in the statements
made by a Saroff agent to Mr. Baker,
Mr. Coffey, Mr. Qualls, i\Irs. Hood antt1\lrs. Dunsmore. Thus, unlike the case
before the Court in Mintzes. more than
one of the representations relied on by
the plaintiff in this case was made i n
response t o a question.
Remaining before the Court in deter
mining whether defendant individually
viola!ed Section 3604(e) are the two or
13.

Although alone not dispositive, the action
instituted in Brown. was brought by private
citizens under 42 U.S.C. I 8612 as opposed
to the Attorney General as Is the case under
examination here.

......-
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three statements made by a Saroff agent
to a homeowner (l\Irs. Gambrell, Mrs.
Byrd, Mrs. Dunsmore ) .
[6, 7 ] Having observed the witnesses
in the presentation of their testimony, it
is the opinion of the Court that the re
maining statementS attributed to Saroff
agents were not made with the requisite
intent under Section 3604 (e), an intent
to make the representations for the pur
pose of inducipg a person to sell or rent
a dwelling.14 In concluding that the
J1!quisite intent was. absent here, the
Court looks to several controlling fac
tors :
1. The number of times references to
race were reiterated during the course
of an agent's contact with a homeowner.
2. The number of times the agent re
turned to a homeowner without any in
vitation having been previously extend
ed.
S. Whether the statement was made
accidently and as an isolated and singu
lar instance or as an integral part of.an
overall scheme.
4. The overall tenor of the agent's
conversation with the homeowner.
· Again, the Court must empJtasize that
an agent's isolated statement should not
prove itself per se violative of the Act
since it does not seek to prohibit the iso
lated, unusual, and unintentional occur
rence. An adjudication of an indiv�d�:
al's conduct under "the Act does not lend
itself to a litmus test.
[8] However, . assuming, arguendo,
.that the remaining statements were made with the requisite intent as a part
of a deliberate plan, the question arises
whether the acts of Mrs. Williams and
Kelley in violation of Section 3604 (e)
can be attributed to. 1\Ir.. Saroff under
the doctrine_ of _resPC?Il.4eat su.perio.t. since
it was neither alleged nor proved by the
Government
that :Mr. Saroff himself
·
'made any intentional represen�tions.
•• .
. The court is fully aware
. that under the doctrine of respondeat
superior a master is chargeable with

the acts of his sen·ant committed
within the scope of his authority, but
the court is also strongly of the opin
ion that this statute requires, if not
an intentional act by the principal, at
least a consciousness that the act is
goingon or ·a-sho\\·i.ng Qf acquiescence
·
or con�cjgus (Odiffer!!.n��-- - ··certainiy
if a salesman's violation comes to the
principal's attention and he takes no
steps to r�dress the violation and to
insure that it -does not happen again.
he rna:�-· be said to be engaging in a
'pattern or practice' within the mean
ing of this Act, but a principal should
not be visited with a sweeping and ha
rassing injunction if "if appears -that
1re haaforbiddim -the practice, knew
nothing of its existence in spite of
vigilance, and took prompt steps to
correct it once it was discovered.
..But agai�, this is not the situation
here. In the first place there is at
least some evidence that door-to-door
solicitation was normally used by �he
defendant's salesmen in areas of tran
sition and that this was known to de
fendant. There is also the affidavit
of Mrs. Walker which states, among
other things, that defendant's sales
woman, Mrs. Rick, told the affiant
that the defendant had told his sales
personnel to •work an area' once the
first Negro family moved in. This is .
not to say, of course, that real estate .
agents cannot 'work' transitfonal
!lreas if they obey the law. . . . "
327 F.Supp. at 485.
Unlike the situation before the Court
in Mitchell, the . record in this instance
indicates that Mr. Saroff neither en
couraged ..working" a neighborhood
when the first Black family moved in
nor did he urge his agents to solicit list-
ings �n a door-to-door basis. Further,
there is nothing to indicate that 1\Ir.
Saroff was ever apprised of wrongful
conduct on the part of his agents or that
he ever received any complaints from �i
ther homeowners or buyers. In this re
gard, it is significant to note that the

14. 304 F.Supp. at 1311.
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Knoxville Housing Authority, the local
agency charged with the responsibility
of supervising the relocation program,
never addressed a specific complaint to
Mr. Saroff about his East Knox\'itle
transactions. Instead, Mr. Ulmer, who
testified that he worked closely with
Saroff during the relocation program,
stated that Saroff cooperated with his
agency after the June 17 meeting and
that Saroff did a good job in getting
buyers and sellers together . As this
agency had an opportunity to observe
the day-to-day professional activities of
Saroff and was instrumental in relocat. ing displacees, the testimony of Mr. Ul
mer must receive considerable weight.
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home they should sell now," 18 that a
neighborhood would be occupied in the
future by an "undesirable element," 19
which made the neighborhood unsafe,l!O
or that "the neighborhood is getting
black and would be unsafe to live
. " 21 Clearly, in those instances
cited by plaintiff the agent's statements
extended beyond an informath·e remark
and, instead. were made out of a hope of
preying upon the homeowner's fears and
prejudices.
Pattern or Practice

Although the foregoing summary of
the evidence and applicable law discloses
that Saroff's actions were not in viola.
tion of Section 3604 ( e ) , a cautious ex
amination of this case requires the
Court to determine whether Saroff's
statements made before an inquiry by a
homeowner constitute a pattern or prac
tice ·under Section 3613, assuming, ar
guendo, that the statements satisfied the
requirements of Section 3604 (e ) .

Plaintiff contends that the blockbust
ing evidence here involves substantially
more specific incidents than that held
sufficient in the MitcheU, Bob Lawrence
and Mintzes cases. The Court bas care
fully examined the representations and
conduct of the agents in those cases, to
gether with conduct and representations
(9] It is generally settled that an in
made in Sanborn v. Wagner u and .
- Brown v. State Realty Co.t• and con junction for a violation of Section
cludes that in each instance the agents' 3604 (e) cannot issue as a result of an
isolated incident. Instead, the represen
conduct was relatively more reprehensi
tations of the defendant must be shown
ble and harmful than that evidenced
here by Saroff's agents. In each in to have been repeated, routine and regu
·
stance the agent was more tenacious and larly engaged in as a course of
Traditionally, the courts
insistent in his representations. Also business.!2
distinguishing is the fact that in those have looked to United States v. Mayton,
335 F.2d 153 ( 5th Cir. 1964 ) , for the '
cases the agent went beyond the initial
statement that a prospective buyer was standard to be used when determining
Black and emphasized the injurious im whether a defendant's collective conduct
pact a Black influx would have on his constitutes a pattern or practice. There,
in finding a denial of voting rights un
own home and neighborhood. For exam
der
the Civil Rights Act of 1960, the
ple, the agent would often urge the
Fifth Circuit submitted :
homeowner to sell promptly since if he
waited be "would not get what the house
"The words pattern or practice
was worth, " n or "if [the property own
were not intended to be words of art.
ers] wanted to get a good price for their
No magic phrase need be said to set
•

15.

19. United States v. Miutzes, 304 F.Supp.
13(@, 1310 ( D.}Id.1969) •

16. B04

20.

11:

2 1 . Sanborn v. Wagner, 354 F.Supp. 291, 293
(D.Md.l973) .

354 F.Supp. 291 (D.Md.1973l. (private ac·
don).

F.Supp. 1236 (N.D.Ga.1969) (private
action) .

United States v. :&litcheU. 321 F.Supp.
476, 478 (X.D.Ga.1973) (denying motion for
summary judgment).

18.

Id.

22.

•

Id. at 1311.

S ee generall7 13 A.L.R.Fed. 269, 294.
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in train the remedy provided in §
197l (e).
Congress so understood
them. And the legislative history re
_flects the adoption of the approach
epitomized by Deputy Attorney Gener
al Walsh before the House Judiciary
'Committee :
" Pattern or practice have their
generic meanings.
In other words,
the court finds that the discrimination
was not an isolated or accidental or
peculiar event ; that it was an event
which happened in the regular proce
dures followed by the state officials
concerned.' " ( Emphasis in text)
335 F.2d at 158.

The distriCt court in Mintzes adopted
the Mayton construction but emphasized
that the number of incidents necessary
to establish a pattern or practice de
pends upon the nature of the right pro
tected and the nature of the violations :

"
\

"The evidence before the Court in
dicates a disposition on the part of
the defendants to use racial represen
tations in circumstances where it ap
pears that such representations may
be effective in inducing the owner to
sell."
304 F.Supp. at 1314.
Thus, as stated in Mitchell, the racial
representation must not only be made in
the course of the defendant's business,ll3
but, further, the representation must be
repeated, intentional, deliberate, and
usual. In this same vein, the holding of
the district court in Uniied States v.
Bob Lawrence Realty, supra, is especially significant.
·

·

"

On the basis of these
facts, this court cannot conclude that
the government has alleged facts
which show a definite inclination on
the part of Bob Lawrence Realty to
make
prohibited
representations.
Though most of Lawrence's real estate
activity has always been in areas that
are now transitional, the government
has alleged only three blockbusting
These
violations
representations.

were committed by two agents, work
ing together.
The representations
were made on the same afternoon ;
there is no indication they were re
peated by Agents Hammond or Murri
son, or any other agents of Bob Law
rence.
When compared with Bob
Lawrence Realty's total activity in the
area, the three representations relied
on by the government appear to be
isolated incidents.
The court con
cludes that no § 3613 pattern or prac
tice has been established on the part
of Defendant Bob Lawrence, acting
"
indi\·idually .
827 F.Supp. at 490.
[ 10] Similarly, Saroff's real estate
activity .has been actively concentrated
in the East Knoxville area under exami
nation here long before the urban re
newal r�location project began in June
1971. In fact, one of Saroff's offices is
located in the area. He did not abruptly
shift his operation -rroiii outside tlie
't ransitional area upon learning of the
relocation project. Also, like Bob Law
rence, the representations were made by
two agents and there is no indication
that such representations were made by
other Saroff agents. Finally, when com
pared with Saroff's total East Knoxville
business, the representations appear to
be isolated instances. Viewed in this
manner, it does not appear that the rep
resentations here constitute a pattern or
practice under Section 3613.
·

t
I

I
l
i

Group Pattem or Practice

The Government contends also that
Saroff violated the Act as a result of his
participation in a "group" pattern and
practice of blockbusting and that even if
Saroff did not violate Section 3604(e) a8
an individual, his participation in the
group should be. enjoined. In support of
its contention that a group pattern ex
isted 'tae Government introduced the tes
timony of Mrs. McAmis, Mrs. Jordan
and' Mr. King that agents from Simco
made unlawful representations to them,
in addition to the testimony of ltlr. Ogle

23. 327 F.Supp. at 483.
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regarding a Jim :Miller agent and the
testimony of Mrs. Bea Tapley, a former
1\1 & W agent, that he had previously engaged in door-to-door solicitation and
that he encouraged homeowners to sell
because of the influx of urban renewal
displacees.

_ /
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Accordingly, while the group's members
need not conspire to act in concert, the
Act does require a minimal degree of co
ord i : �· t : .� ;1 .
Absent from the Govern
m�m·.s proof, therefore, are two neces
sary elements : ( 1 ) A sufficient unity
and coordination of effort among the
The Government cites the Fifth Cir- members of the group, and (2) a suffi
cuit's recent case of U nited States v. cient unity and coordination of effort
between the group and Saroff. This is
Bob Lawrence, 474 F.2d 1 15, 124 ( 5th
not to say that a finding of individual
Cir. 1973 ) , for the proposition that the
Court can enjoin Saroff for participat- violation under the Act must precede a
finding of a group pattern or practice
ing in group conduct which is allegedly
but only that a requisite degree of unity
in violation of the Act. In that case,
an
the district court enjoined the defendcr coordination of effort must be
found
to exist. This requirement would
ants collectively as a group from their
not unduly burden the Government in its
continued pattern or practice of violatefforts to obtain compliance. Even if
ing Section 3604(e). It should be noted,
however, that i ri Bob Lau:rence each · the Government could find unlawful con
duct on the part of Saroff through
member of the group was a defendant in
"guilt by association " there exists no ev
the action and was present at trial to
idence of association between the group
protect his interest.
In the present
and Saroff.
case, one member of the group was never a defendant and the remaining two
Steering
members had previously executed con
sent orders.
[13] The Government charges that
Saroff accompanied his blockbusting ac
[11, 12] It is not enough, under the
tivities with steering, in v iolation of
Act, that the Government identify the
Sections 3604 (a ) , ( b ) , (d) by directing
members of a purported group and attri
prospective Black homebuyers away
bute certain statements to their agents,
from White neighborhoods i n West
since such a measure of violation would
Knoxville and toward the transitional
provide the Attorney General a poten
sector of East Knoxville. In view of the
tially indiscriminate standard. Instead,
. evidence heretofore summarized and the
as articulated by the district court in
applicable law, it is the opinion of the
Bob Lawrence, a minimal nexus must be
Court that the Government has failed to
shown to exist among the members con
prove by a preponderance of evidence
stituting the group :
that Saroff has engaged in a pattern or
"
The pattern or practice practice in violation of Section 3604 ( a ) ,
must be one on the part of the group
( b ) o r ( d ) . United States v . Hunter,
acting as a unit. This would require,
459 F.2d 205 (4th Cir. 1972) ; United
at the very least, a showing of some States v. West Peachtree Tenth Corp.,
coordination of effort on the part of
437 F.2d 221 (5th Cir. 1971 ) ; Zuch v.
the defendants.
Any less standard Hussey, 366 F.Supp. 553 . ( E.D.Mich.
would provide the Attorney General 1973 ) .
with enforcement powers over the iso
In support of its steering contention,
lated acts of individual defendants the Government introduced ( 1 ) the
acting independently of each other,
selecttvely euphemistic use of "Fair
merely because these persons' acts co
Housing Broker" on an East KnoxviUe
incide in time or place with the acts listing with no comparable use of the·
" · (Em slogan on a West Knoxville listing in the
of other violators
phasis added)
same newspaper ; ( Exhibit 22) (2) the

327 F.Supp. at 493.
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Kelley stated to her that she was show
ing homes in the area to "colored peo
ple'' only ; (3) the testimony of Caroline
Davis and Wilma Dunaway that 1\lr.
Levitt of Saroff failed to advise llrs.
Davis of a West Knoxville listing ; ( 4 )
the testimony o f Mr. Beard that an uni
dentified Saroff agent told him over the
.phone that he would not feel comfortable
living in the East Knoxville neighbor
hood of Holston Heights, and instead,
referred him to West Knoxville and (5)
the testimony of l\lrs. Glen that when
she was shown a home in Holston Hills,
a Saroff agent stated that Blacks were
still "east of Sunset... The Government
contends that collectively this evidence
shows a predisposition on the part of
Saroff to steer Blacks into and Whites
away from the transitional neighbor
hood, ultimately resulting in the resegre
gation of East Knoxville.

/

:·

''·

The countervailing factors to this tes
timony are : ( 1 ) that, traditionally, de
fendant's principal operation was cen
tered in East Knoxville and (2) . a reflection in the record that certain prospec�
. . tive Black buyers were shown homes
throughout Knoxville, including the
West area, by Saroff agents.

Knoxville listing, in comparison, to a
White market, but feel that one ad,
which is subject to more than one inter
pretation, is not indicath·e of a pattern
or practice by Saroff.2�
Finally, the Government submits that
Saroff steered Blacks into the transi
tional neighborhood of East Knoxville
by including only East Knoxville loca
tions in listings that were sent to the
Housing Authority for relocation of dis
placees. ( Exhibit 15-amended) It would
appear, however, that Saroff's traditional East Knoxville focus and the express
desire of ·the displacees to remain in
that area necessitated this tendency.
Moreover, the Housing Authority never
urged Saroff to submit listings from
any other areas.
[14) There remains the Govern
ment's alternative contention that it
should prevail on the theory that defend
ant denied rights to a group of persons
and such denial raises an issue of gener
al public importance, even in the absence
. of a pattern or practice. United States
v. Hunter, 459 F.2d 205, 218 n. 17 (4th
Cir. 1972). In light of the above discus
sion, the Court concludes that the Gov
ernment cannot prevail under this theo
ry since the proof fails to show that the
citizens of this community were denied
any right cognizable under the Act.
In conclusion, it is significant to note
that the proof showed that defendant
was investigated by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation over a period of
months ; however, no representative
from that agency testified at the trial
nor was any of the data accumulated by
· it introduced into the record.
The
Court can only speculate whether infor
mation from that organization would
have thrown light on some of the issues
-:-.
involved in this case.

More specifically, the Court cannot
finii that the Davis-Dunaway incident
was the result of racial steering in light
of the nature of the available Saroff
listings in West Knoxville at the time in
question, in particular, the house on
Tranquilla Lane. Likewise, the Court
cannot conclude that the statement made
to Mr. · Beard in 1969 that he would not
be comfortable in East Knoxville was
premised upon a desire to steer White
persons away from East Knoxville since
such a statElment could be based upon
several legitimate variables-variables
that are difficult to determine at trial in
' 1974. We recognize that the format of
Having examined the testimony intro
Exhibit 22 can be construed to indicate dl.rced at trial together with the accom
that the East Knoxville listing was pro ...panying exhibits, the Court finds that
jected at a Black market and the West plaintiff has failed to establish by a "pre24. Exhibit 16 evidences pre-Act discrimino.to
ry o.dvertfsing by Saroff and is admissible
for this limited purpose. United States v.

West Peachtree Tenth . Corp.. 431 F.2d 221,
227 {Gtb Cir. 1971).
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Cite as 3i7 F.Supp. 367 (1973)

ponderance of evidence that Saroff, either as an individual or as a member of
a group, engaged in a pattern or practice of conduct in violation of the Fair
Housing Act.
Accordingly, it is Ordered that plaintiff's action be, and the same hereby is,
dismissed.

adhesive quality a significant factor, in
that eyewitnesses testified that adhesive
tape covered a portion of robber's lower
face and defendant's witnesses testified
that defendant was in doctor's office
shortly after bank robbery and :;uch wit
nesses did not observe any tape, gum or
residue on his face.
18 U.S.C.A. §§
2113, 2113 (a, d, e ) .
s. Crbnlnal

Law ¢:=932

Error which may necessitate a new
trial in a very close case may be consid
ered harmless where the evidence is
overwhelming.

UNITED STATES

o f America

v.
'
..
"

I

Herman Olin WELCH.
Crim. No. 73-214.

/

United States District Court,
D. South Carolina,

Florence Division.
July 25, 1973.

Prosecution for bank robbery. Fol
lowing jury finding of guilt, defendant
moved for new. trial.
The District
Court, Martin, Chief Judge, held that in
troduction of adhesive tape into jury
room, with one juror placing strip of
tape across her upper lip, was improper
but such impropriety was harmless error
beyond reasonable doubt since case
against defendant was overwhelming.
Motion denied.
·

Opinion affirmed, 496 F.2d 861.
L Criminal Law e=:t857(1)

Only legal evidence can be consid

ered by.the jury.

2. Crimlnal Law e=:t861,

932

Introductio� of adhesive tape into
jury room, with one juror placing strip
of tape across her upper lip, amounted •
to an improper experiment ; however,
error was harmless beyond reasonable
doubt where case against defendant was
overwhelming, notwithstanding that un
usual nature of alibi rendered the tape's

John K. Grisso, U. S. Atty., Columbia,
S. C. ; Marvin L. Smith, and Jack L.
Marshall, Asst. U. S. Attys., for the
Government.
E. Leroy Nettles, Lake City, S. C., and
Thomas E. Smith, Jr., Pamplico, S. C.,
for defendant.
·

•.

ORDER

MARTIN, Chief Judge.
This matter is before the Court upon
motion of Herman Olin Welch for a new
trial pursuant to Rule 33 of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure.
Movant was indicted for violation of
certain sections of the bank robbery
statute, 18 U.S.C.A. § 2113. Specifical
ly, he was charged with robbing the
Irby Street Branch of the Guaranty
Bank and Trust Company in Florence,
South Carolina, on January 17, 1973
[2113 (a ) ] , while using a dangerous
weapon [2113 ( d ) ] and thereafter ab
ducting a bank employee to aid in his es
cape [2113(e) ] . Movant pled not guilty
to the charges and went to trial repre
sented by retained counsel. On June 6,
1973, the jury returned a verdict finding
movant guilty of the charges.
Following the conviction, timely mo
tion for a new trial was filed alleging
that an i mproper and prejudicial experi
ment was conducted by the jury during
their deliberations. This resulted in an.
evidentiary hearing which was held by ··
this Court in Columbia, South Carolina.

41 2 . C ircle HeigMs Drive
Greenevi��� . T ennessee
37743
Dec ember 1 1 , 1974
Hardy Liston
Assistant Vic e-Chancellor for Administrat ive Affairs
Room 500 , Andy Holt Tower
University of Tennessee
Knoxville , Tennes see 37901
Dear Mr . Listlln ,

I am sorry that this will be a few days late , but I
had to unpack and s ettle down before I c ould s i t
a t the ol ' typewriter .
Although my typing skills have
diminished greatly , I hope that you can st ill read
my repDrt . If you still think that s ome or all
of my ideas are vague , please s end any ques tions to
the above address .
I am working about 50 hours a week
but I can still find time to work on the report .
I
do not know when I will be in Knoxville before winter
quarter , so if your would. send ·me any materials to
my home , I would apprec iate i t .
Have a Merry Christmas and I will s e e you in 1975 .
Sinc erely ,

Dec ember 1 1 , 1 974
MEMORANDUM
To a

Hardy Lis ton , Jr . , Chairpers on of Task Force on Blacks

From •

Ray C owles

RE a

Suppliment to Environment , Black Cultural C enter

;{�

This Black C ulturalC enter seems to . be the mos t
c ontraversill sub j ect yet discussed by the Task Force .
I am distressed at the length �ecthe discussions not
because I feel that such a c�ter would not be wor�hy
but because I think that this sub j ect has s idetracked
us away from the issue of the progress of affirmative
action policies .
I am als o c onc erned about the seemingly
growing beli ef that such a center would be a panacea
for all the racial problems on campus .
I do not think
that it will .
However , I do think that it could be of
invaluable s ervic e to the campus in helping both blacks '
and whites le&r@� about the black experience if other
existing structures aree ineffec tive in achieving · this . .
purpose .
In answering the first ques tion , " does anything
need to be done? " I think · that the answer is definitely .
Although the problem of Black Identity has not been
highly vocali zed in the past few years as it was in the
1960 \a . I still think that a problem exists and that whites
are b&eoming even less aware of the situation .
At pres ent
I 4o not think that the existing_ programs afe as effective
as possible .
I do think that we should examine the effectiveness
of the pr@grams when we consider an alternative approach
such as the proposed C enter .
At this point , I think that I should state
my perception of an effective Black Cultural C enter .
Referring to the document titled Environment , page ) ,
first paragraph , I think that the C enter could and should
perform a distinct role .
Realistl1)1Lt'iJ , after the C enter .:-·
has become a succ ess , I envision it expanding and beginning ·!
to dublicat&esome of the roles of other institutions , at
which point all ins titutions should be extmined and the
most ineffective eliminated .
I ts function should be less
of a social gathering place for blacks and much more of
a plac e for offering pres ently unavailabii
programs which
will aid in greater understanding between blacks and the
rest of the Univers ity c ommunity .
If the C enter is
eff&c t ive in this manner then I think that the monies
would be much bet•er spent in this low-keyed , c ontinuing
approach.
As for diminishing the Universi ty ' s commitment
If the
to the campus as a whole , only time will tell .
C enter has thes e things as i*s goals , then I think that
it deserves a chanc e .
If not , then I think that it will
be �orthless , and I will obj ect to it .
.

·

Assuming that the center is established , then
I think that i t should be tied to the academic units
in that it should be more aimed at an educational ptogram ,
than a student activity .
However , I aeal ize the importance
of being administratively tied close to the Office of
Minority Affairs .
Therefore , I think that the program
planning whould be carried out by the academic division and
the implementati on carried out by the Student Affairs
Divisi on .
But I am very flexible in this mammet .
.
Finally , I doubt that the program could be carried
out effectively in the existing structures .
If the
program was not given a location then I do not think
that it would achieve a sense of identtty that we are
seeking .
I do not think that the duplication of all
the equipment is necessary for the success of the program . ,
Much of this equipment c ould be obtained at the s•udent This would reduce the cost of the program cons iderably .
C enter .
I think that a group of rooms in a hous e , prefla�ly
in a centrali z ed location , would be excellent .
In conclus ion , I hope that I have stated my
perceptions clearly .
I realize importance that many
people have given the C enter and I do not want to become
a s tumbling block to something which may be very progres s ive ,
but I do want t o do all that I can to insure that it will
be a valuable educational tool .

/t
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ENVIRONMENT
Introduction
One o f the most strongly felt concerns expres sed to this
Committee by black staff and students at UTK relates to the social
and cultural environment on this campus as it affects blacks .
Basically the concern is that there are not enough black-related
activities and opportunities so that the black person can main
tain and develop hi s soc ial and cultural identity .

The problems

in this r egard are compounded by the relative lack of black pres
cence at UTK .

Moreover , the issue extends beyond one of concern

over formal institutional structures , and is expressed in terms
of a general feeling of i solation and lack of identification in
a univers ity environment that is predominantly white both in
numbers and attitudes .
Thes e problems are by no means peculiar to thi s campus .

They

exist on all predominantly white campuses with a black minority
presence , and they are symptomatic of the large problems and chal
lenges of cultural accommodation facing the black and white popu
lation o f this country today .

The core i ssue revolves around the

philosophic and practical tensions of fostering greater cultural
harmony between the races while at the same time enabling each
race to maintain its own social and cultural identity .

The chal

lenges in this regard are particularly relevant to institutions
of higher learning , one of whose primary goals is to understand
the individual human being and to provide means for achieving
fuller humanistic development and self-realization .

The Committee is aware that the larges t part of expectably
. significant advance s in this area must depend on non-institutional
and informal perceptions of individual s relating to each other in
their day-to-day l ives .

For this reason the Committee views its

role as being in part educational , in the hope that by bringing
such concerns to the attention of the U niversity community at
large each person in that community may become more aware of his
and her individual challenges and opportunities to achieve greater
cultural awarene s s and individual sensitivity .

At the same time ,

the Committee believes that there are spec ific institutional concerns that should be closely examined and in some instances
changed in an attempt to improve the cultural environment on this
campus for black and white interrelations , and it is to these con-

�

cerns that this section of the report is primarily addressed .
BLACK CULTURAL CENTER
For seve

�

ars black students

�

�

/

�
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One o f the major problems has to do with defining the role
and purpose of such a Center , if it is to be established .

Would

it duplicate the functions of existing institutions such as the
Office of Student Affairs , the Department of Black Studies ,
AASLF , or the Office of Minority Affairs , or c ould it perform a

distinct role?

Would it function primar ily as a social gathering

place for blacks , or would it also offer presently unavailable
culturally educational programs and activities that would inter
relate blacks and whites in greater mutual understanding?

Could

the monies nece s sary to establ ish and maintain such a Center be
more effectively spent through presently existing structures , as
for example in bringing more black-related soc ial , educational
and cultural programs to this campus?

�

Conversely , would establish-

ment o f the Center result in any significant diminution of the
University ' s present commitment to provide black-related cultural
events for the benefit o f the campus at large?
A case may be made for establ i shing a Black Cultural Center

even if its primary function eventuates in providing a soc ial
meeting p lace for blacks on this campus .

One of the repeated con

cerns of black students both on this campus and on campuses across
the country is that they feel more or less estranged from the
predominantly white educational , social and cultural institutions
that make up the typically white-dominated campus .

A Cultural

.

Center would enable blacks to have a distinct location where they
could reinforce their own separate social and cultural identity .

·f

Balanced against these considerations are questions regarding
whether such purposes would best serve the large-range interests
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BLACK GREEK ORGANI ZATIONS
Black students on this campus have also expressed an interest
in seeing a second black sorority and a second black fraternity
founded at UTK .

(Alpha Kappa Alpha and Omega P s i Phi are already

establ ished here . )

Student interest in this regard appears to be

less , however , than that expressed in favor of a Black Cultural
Center .

For example , the June , 1973 , black stud�nt questionnaire

conducted by thi s Committee shows that only 3 8 %

( 8 2 ) of those

answering were favorably disposed toward the present black sorority
on this campus : 31 %
attitude , and 1 2 %
per cent

( 6 7 ) were neutral , 18 % ( 39 ) had an unfavorable

( 2 6 ) did not respond to the question .

Forty-two

( 9 1 ) viewed the black fraternity favorably , 33% ( 7 0 ) were

neutral , 14 %

( 2 9 ) expressed an unfavorable attitude , and 11% ( 2 4 )

did not respond to the question .

I f we a ssume that these attitudes

toward currently established black Greek organizations are indica-
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tive o f black student attitudes toward establishing further Greek

�

organizations on this campus , then the attitude is not strongly
favorable .

Such an as sumption may be invalid , however , since

alternative organizations might be viewed favorably although
present ones are not .
Other considerations are that black Greek organizations
involve only a relatively small percentage of black students on
campus .

For example , the same questionnaire ind icated that only

17 of 1 0 6 men and 8 of 115 women answering were involved in Greek
activities .

Moreover , although this Committee is aware that there

is a body of sustained student interest in establishing a second
black sorority and fraternity , this interes t may not in fact be
sufficient to provide the necessary continued support of such an
undertaking .

The current UTK Catalog lists 4 4 social sororities

and fraternities on thi s campus , suggesting a student-organization
ratio o f approximately 500 to 1 .

Assuming a current maximum black

student enrollment of 1 , 0 0 0 at UTK , the two present black Greek
organizations would provide a comparable biack student-social
organization ratio .
The Univers ity ,

in addres sing the question of establi shing

further black Greek organizations , must also c onsider the under
lying question o f whether it is desirable to foster a Greek organi
zational structure that is in fact divided along lines of race ,
and whether it is more appropriate to direct its efforts instead
toward means of opening up the present white Greek organizational
structure to black participation and involvement .

-�

Established

traditions in this area provide no necessary j ustification for
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· ����

future conduc t .

stllnetltro�
Ya-m.�
cw:t�a-l"eenter .
A special i s sue is presented regarding the proposed e stablish

ment o f a second black Greek sorority , Delta Sigma Theta , which
some students propose , in that this sorority is primarily service
oriented rather than social in purpose .

It aims , as expressed in

its national charter , are to promote soc ial welfare , academic
excellence and cultural enrichment , while de-empha siz ing the social
side of sorority life , and its membership policy is non-discriminatory regarding rac e , color , creed , religion or national origin .
It has 4 9 2 chapters with a membership in excess of 65 , 0 0 0 as of
May 1 9 7 4 .

These chapter s have engaged in such public service

activities as the e stabli shment and operation of child development

�

and child day centers , providing college application funds for
needy students , establishing talent search programs to motivate
promising low-income high school students to enroll in postsecondary educational and training programs , operating remedial
reading tutorial programs to aid functionally illiterate persons
to improve their reading and writing skills so they may obtain
better j ob training and opportunities , and conducting rehabi lita
tion programs for offenders in female reformatories .
The Office of the Director of Student Activities has stated ,
as a reason for not establishing a chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
on this campus , that there is insufficient space to accommodate
another sorority within the Panhellenic Building at this time .
However , since this is primarily a service a s opposed to a social
organization , space could be provided elsewhere as is presently
the case with other campus service organi zations .
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In view of the valuable community- service and educational
purpose s which this organization provides , this Committee recom
mends that careful consideration be given to the issue o f deter
mining whether there is and probably will continue to be suffi
cient interest and partic ipation to support the e stablishment of
a chapter of Delta Sigma Theta on this campus ; a nd if such prob
able support is found , we recommend establishment of the chapter .
We make no recommendation on the establishment of a second black
fraternity , in view of the uncertainties heretofore discussed
regarding the appropriate policy to be adopted in this regard .
ENTERTAINMENT
Another area of black student concern involves the choice of

�

entertainers brought to this campus .

Basically the complaints

are that not enough black entertainers are brought here , and that
those who are brought are not the ones that the bulk o f the black
students would prefer--in other words , that an informed selection
is not made .

Moreover , the responses to the June 1 97 3 questionnaire

indicate that more black cultural events rank among the top three
items , along with recruitment of more black faculty ,
students , that would make the respondents '

staff and

stay here more pleasant .

The Director o f Student Activities , in an interview with
members of this Committee , sought to explain some of the difficul
ties involved in scheduling entertainment .

He stated that four

all-black concerts scheduled during 1 9 7 3 , for example , were sub
stantially financial failures .

Apparently none of the four , he

· said , were significantly supported by black students .
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The losses

on each concert ranged between $ 2 , 0 0 0 and $ 4 , 0 0 0 .

Moreover ,

entertainment programs of even moderate caliber require about

3 , 0 0 0 attendance in order to be economically feasible .

Even if all

the black students on campus attended a particular program , there
would still have to be substantial white attendance in order to
make the program an economic success .

Therefore , programming must

take into account white as well as black interests .
The Director stated that black participation on various
entertainment organizational committees is actively sought by his
Office , often without appreciable success .

A black is usually

appointed to the 3 -person Student Activities Board .

During 1973-

7 4 , the vice-chairman of this Board was black .
This Committee recognizes the economic problems involved in
scheduling entertainment on this campus .

On the other hand ,

economically sound choices that are attractive to the black student
community c an best be made only with black advice and participation .
Blacks should accordingly fully avail themselves of the present
opportunities to partic ipate in the decision-making process in
this regard .
HOUS ING
Off-campus housing presents problems of race discrimination
for black faculty and staff as well as students .
student questionnaire , 2 6 %

In the 1 9 7 3

( 5 7 ) of those responding stated that

they had encountered obvious racism while attempting to secure
off-campus housing .

(Thirty-two percent had not had such experi

ences , 4 1 % had not sought such housing , and the remainder were
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unsure whether they had encountered racism in this re spect . )

�

OUr interviews with black faculty and staff indicate that offcampus housing discrimination has presented a problem for some
of thes e people also .
Recently an off-campus housing office has been e stablished
as a part of the services of the Univers ity , and thi s office lists
only the names of those landowners who agree not to discriminate
on the basis of race or sex in making their property available to
renters or purchasers .

The name of anyone who is shown to have

violated hi s agreement in this regard wil l be removed from this
list .

It is too early to determine the effectivenes s of the office ,

but this Committee cons iders its establishment to be a needed
step in the right direction .

Its usefulnes s to the University

community will depend in large part on how diligent the office is
in compiling its housing list and in assuring that those listed
comply with the ir non-discrimination agreements .

We urge the

University to pursue these obj ectives vigorously as important

�s

fac

�
' (})

in the University community .

�

On-campus rooming assignments are handled through the

-nt o f Bousin
random basis .

��)
L

� epart-

of the univers ity , and a s signments are made on a

After initial assignments are made ,

students are

allowed free . choice in their selection of residence halls and
roommates .

Black students have tended to concentrate in three or

four of the residence hal ls , and most roommate choices are intraracial .
There have been occas ional reports of racia l friction or
misunderstanding occurring within campus housing , although such

-9·.
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incidents have apparently been relatively minor in natur e .

�

Some

of the res idence halls having a substantial inter-racial compo
nent have instituted informal counseling ses sions on race rela
We recommend that this procedure be

tions among the residents .
continued and emphasized ,

since it offers a valuable opportunity

for development of inter-racial awarenes s and understanding .
COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS
There are various mechani sms , both formal and informal , for
resolving complaints on thi s campus , including those involving
alleged rac ial discrimination .

The Chancellor has asked this

Committee to address itself particularly to the role of one of
the primary mechanisms , the Counci l on Human Relations .
The Counc il was established on this campus approximately
four years ago .
students .

It i s composed of faculty , administrators and

It was created by the Chancellor to advise and recom-

mend in the area o f human relations , to receive suggestions and
complaints , to initiate inquiries and hold hearings where appro
priate , and to maintain l iaison with individuals , committees ,
departments and offices o f the Univers ity regarding matters that
may come before the Council .

In an interview with members of

this Committee , Council member� stated that they meet on an average
of about once per month .

They have considered a variety o f

problems including dormitory race relations , athletic rac ial
policie s , off-campus housing discrimination , the desirability of

�

establ ishing an additional black sorority , playing Dixie at football games , c las sroom dress codes , and the l ike .
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They have been

interested in e stablishing some kind of program to advance race
relations in the dormitories , but have not yet undertaken such
an activity .
Members of the Council expressed uncertainty regarding their
proper role in the University--spec ifically , whether they should
regard themselves primarily as an investigative group , as a
grievance-hearing panel , as an educational organ , or as some of
each of these .

Council members pointed out that hearing grievances

is in itself a very time-consuming activity , and that members have
only a limited amount of time to devote to Council activities
because of their other commitments .

Sex discrimination complaints ,

moreover , are now dealt with by a separate University group .
It appears to this Committee that the Council cannot properly
serve the functions both of grievance investigation and policy
initiation in the area of race relations , since this dual role
involves too great an undertaking for the allocable resources
involved .

It would seem that the grievance-investigation function

i s one that may be more appropriately removed from the Council ' s
duties , s ince this function may be fulf illed by other entities
such as the ombudsman , or by investigations at the departmental
or a dm1n1
• • strat1ve
·
1 eve 1

•

Moreover , th1. s

�tcee
T--G. � perce1ves
·

a

need for an ongoing campus organization that will investigate ,
recommend and undertake practical and imaginative programs to
improve the interracial quality of life on thi s campus .

We

believe that the Council on Human Relations may effectively serve
this function , and that they can refer specific complaints coming
to their attention to other appropriate bodies .

We accordingly

recommend that the Counc il ' s function be so redefined .
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NON-ACADEMIC STAFF

A congenial environment for blacks i s determined not only by
black presence measured by the number of black students and faculty
and black-related social and cultural activitie s on the campus , but
also by greater black presence in non-academic staff positions of
importance to the campus .
In a July 1 9 7 3 interview with the Director of the Physical
Plant for the University ,

this Committee wa s advised that there

are approximately 8 0 0 persons employed in phy sical plant work
(clerical and administrative ,
tenance ,
safety

110 ; utilities , 51 ; building main

2 4 0 ; telephone , 12 ; j anitorial , 1 9 6 ; security , 119 ;

( sanitat ion ,

fire prevention ) ,

collection and disposal ,

17 ; grounds , 6 5 ; refuse

14 ; trans fer and haul ing , 10 ; mail , 1 0 ) .

There is a significant lack of blacks in all departments ,
with the exception of the j anitorial staff ,

and there are very

few blacks in phy sical plant supervisory po sitions .
only 3 or 4 blacks on the security force .

however ,

There are

The Director expres sed

an interest in obtaining quality educational se ssions in racial
awareness and sensitivity for employees of the phys ical plant ,
and particularly for the security force ,

in order to improve

racial relations both within the force and between it and the
Univer sity population in general .
We believe a concerted ef fort should be made to recruit
more blacks into phys ical plant po sitions , and particularly into
supervisory po s itions and within the security force ,

and that

racial sens itivity ses sions of the kind mentioned above should be
furni shed for such per sonnel .

We are particularly concerned that
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the se recommendations be pursued with regard to the security
force ,

s ince thi s force as the vis ible symbol of authority on

the campus should not be substantially a monol ithic white
organization .
one hand ,

The relations between security personne l ,

on the

and the student body or faculty or other staff members ,

on the other ,

are potentially sensitive in any context ,

and a

substantially all-white security force that is po ssibly unaware
of or insens itive to racial concerns needlessly exacerbates the
difficultie s inherent in the relationship .

SYMBOLIC OFFENSES

Repeatedly during its tenure this Committee has rece ived
complaints regarding various offense s to the sens itivities of
blacks caused by others who do not give adequate consideration to
black feelings .

These complaints range from concern over the

playing of Dixie at football games , to student display of Con
federate flags in dormitories , to enforcement by some instructors
of dress codes regarding wearing hats or dark g lasses in c lass
where the effect of such codes appear to be spec ifically directed
at blacks .

Other black students have complained that instructors

appear to s ingle them out in noting their nonattendanc e at c lasses .
Some o f . these perceived affronts may be based on inappropriate
inferenc es regarding the offending party • s intent to affront .
Others may arise out of careless di sregard for the feel ings of
blacks .

And some may be intentional .

This Committee bel ieves

that the Univers ity community should make every reasonable ef fort
to avoid such unnec essary inc idences .
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Most of the conduct of

�

this sort serves no useful purpo se ,
thoughtles snes s ,

occurs through oversight or

and should be el�inated .

enforcement of dress codes ,

With regard to

the Committee believes there is no

legitimate interest for such procedures and the University should
so state as a matter of educationa l policy .
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M r . J i m H i ckman
Head Res i de n t
Hes s H a l l
Camp us

Dea r J i m ,
Jus t a s ho r t note to t hank you fo r you r pat i ence a n d he l p
the H e s s Ha l l

B l ack Awa reness P rog ram P roposa l ;

thus

i n e s t a b l i s h i ng

l ay i n g the g ro u n dwo rk

fo r an e f fec t i ve b l ack awa rene s s p rogram i n Hess a n� e l i m i na t i ng any con f l i c t

be.twee n the Hes s p rog ram and any p rog rams c u r ren t l y be i ng pe rs ued b y the
B l a c k S t ud i es Depa r tmen t .

The p rog ram p ropos a l d ra f t e d by t he Hess Ha l l s ta f f i s q u i t e good and shou l d
se rve a s a sound bas i s for e s ta b l i s hmen t o f t he p rog ra m .
As men t i oned t h i s

n�rn l ng
a)

it

i s my unde r s t an d i n g tha t the prog ram w i l l :

be s uppo r ted ,

i f n o t s ponsored , by the Hess Ha l l

Res i de n t s Assoc i a t i on .

Suppo r t may be a s s i mp l e as app rova l o f the p rog r am p roposa l

by t he

Hes s Ha l l Gove rnmen t Assoc i a t i on ; bu t hope fu l l y , s uppo r t wou l d be mo r e
a c t i ve · a n d i nvo l ve mono t a ry and manpowe r s uppo r t o f t he p rog ram shou l d
e i t he r type o f s uppo r t be nece s s a ry .
b)

c)

not be res t r i c t i ve to one race ,

wh i ch w i l l

be bene f i c i a l

to a l l

rema i n a p rog ram fo r s t ude n t s

bu t ,

i n fac t ,

pe rsons

l i v i ng

l i v i ng

i ncorpo r a t e prog rams
i n Hes s Ha l l .

i n Hes s Ha l l

and no t become a

To th i s end pe rsons no t
B l ack P rog ramm i n g Cent e r for the campus .
res i d i ng i n He s s Ha l l w i l l be i nvol ved i n He s s Ha l l B l ack Awa ren e s s

' P roq rams

i n s uch a manne r t ha t t h e i r i nvo l veme n t does n o t con f l i c t

w i t h the goa l s a n d obj ec t i ves o f the B l ack S t ud i e s Depa r tmen t a s
de f i ned by Ma rv i n Peak , D i rector o f t ha t Depa r tmen t .

I ndeed , your commen t s rega rd i ng a c l ose a s s oc i a t i on w i t h Ma rv i n Peak and h i s
p rog ram s e em to be one o f t h e bes t rou tes t o m i n i m i ze any con f l i ct be tween
Hess Ha l l p rog rams and p rog rams s ponsored by t h e B l ack S t ud i es Depa r t men t .

Clemen I

�·

-

�-

--

•

Dunford

---

--

Greve

-- - . -- - - -

- -�-- ·�

. .

-. - � · - -

Hen

Money

Melrose

Strong

-

Aga i n ,

i f t h e re

Hes s Ha l l

i s any way i n wh i ch

I

2

-

ca n f u r t he r he l p the cau s e of t h e

B l a ck Awa renes s P rog ram p l ease d o n o t hes i t a t e t o ca l l .

/$. Yt17 S i ncere l y ,

Fred T . Meye r
Area Coord'i nator
FTM : h d f

cc :

la nce lau rence , As s i s t a n t Head Res i den t

l l oyd Rob i nson , Ass i s t a n t Head Re s i den t
J i m G r ub b , D i rec t o r o f Res i dence Ha l l s

Ke n S tone r , As s i s ta n t D i rect o r o f Res i dence Ha l l s

yiHa rv i n

--- - -- ·- · -- - · ·

•

..

Q -..

Pea k ,

------

D i recto r o f the B l ack S t ud i es Depa r tmen t
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M E M O R A N D U M

TO :

Mr . Hardy Liston

FROM :

Sammie S . Puett

i-� f

Here is the reminder for the Task Force on Blacks to consider
the function of the Council on Human Relations .

Although the

Council has been reappointed this year with the same charge
and membership composition as previously , we would be inter
ested in having the Task Force ' s evaluation of the group .

sg

Enclosure
cc:

Dr .

Jack Reese

Dr . Walter Herndon
Dr . Luke Ebersole

"
\
COU NC I L ON HUMAN RELAT I ONS

1 974-75 Members
Admi n i s tra t i o n
Dr . Charl es C l e l a nd
Dean Kenneth Penegar
Mr . Marv i n Peek
Ms . Magg i Car i n i
Dean Ben Gra ng er

Facu l ty
Dr .
Dr .
Dr .
Dr .

Frederi c k P . Vend i tti , Cha i rperson
Sandra L . Bel l
( Botany )
Robert H . Ki rk ( H ea l th and Safety )
J o h n Morrow ( H i s tory )

Students
Ms .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr .

Sue Charl es
John E s l i c k
Ron Payne
L l oyd Robi nson

.
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'
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THE COUN C I L ON HUMAN RELATI ONS

I t i s the pol i cy of The U n i v ers i ty of Tennes see to protect and
preserve the human r i g hts of a l l members of the U n i v ers i ty commu n i ty .
I n educat i on , hous i ng , empl oyment , recrea t i on , a nd a l l other area s , the
opportu n i ti es , programs , and serv i ces prov i d ed by the Uni v ers i ty a re to
be a va i l a bl e wi thout rega rd to race or nati o na l ori g i n .

The Uni vers i ty

cons i ders i t a respons i bi l i ty to work consta ntl y to prev ent d i s crimi nati on .
Where there i s an i nfri ngement of human r i g hts , meas ures wi l l be ta ken to
correct the s i tua t i o n and to precl ud e i ts recurrenc e .

The Commi ttee rel a tes

admi ni s tr a t i v e l y to the V i c e Chancel l or for Pl anni ng a nd Admi n i s tra ti on .

The U n i vers i ty Counc i l on Human Rel a ti ons i s es ta b l i s hed to a s s i s t i n

�

fores ta l l i ng rac i a l and eth n i c d i scrimi na t i o n and to a i d i n removi ng s u ch
d i scrimi nat i on when i t occurs .

To these ends , the Counc i l s ha l l :

1.

Adv i s e a nd recommend i n the a rea of huma n rel a t i ons .

2.

Recei v e s uggesti ons and compl a i nts from s tudents , facu l ty and
admi n i s tra tors .

3.

I n i ti ate i nqu i r i es and hol d heari ngs a s a ppropr i a te .

4.

Ma i nta i n l i a i son wi th i nd i v i dua l s , commi ttees , depa rtments ,
a nd offi ces of the Uni v ers i ty wh i ch may be i nvol ved i n ma tters
tha t come before the Counc i l .

5.

Ma ke recommenda ti ons a s neces sa ry o n i s s ues o n wh i c h fi nd i ngs
have been rendered by the Counci l .

..

.

�

Nov . 6 , 1974
Comments by M. R . Gram
BLACK TASK FORCE
Comments on Chapter 3 :

Environment /Phillips and Cowles

Counseling -

p. 1 , ( 2 )

v

ti J !t l1 4'

Perceptions of students not consistent with p . I .lC : The perception
•

of the Black students was mixed in regard to the quality of guidance and
counseling provided by counseling personnel .

Only 31 students. ( 14 % ) were

favorably disposed ; whereas 88 , ( 41% ) were unfavorable and 96 students ( 45% )
were neutral or did not feel these services applied to them .

These dat a

do not differentiate between personal and academic counseling or curriculum
advising .

However , it does emphasize the need for
1.

Communication with student s regarding services
which are available .

2.

Identification of students with problems with
subsequent referral to the proper university
services .

3.

Black presence in "helping " facilities , the
addition of Dr . Bertha Williams in the Student
Counseling Center 9/1/73 is a positive step in
thi s respect .

In "Orientation ' 74 " the message from the Minority Affairs Office doesn 't
straight-forwardly encourage students to come to the offi ce .
p. 2, (3)

Housing -

line 8 suggested addition
However , in response to the question "Would you mind having a White roommate"?

100 Black students indicated "Yes" and 94 ( 42% ) indicated "No" .

Positive reinforcement should be given to those Black and White students who
provide leadership by living in integrated rooms .

- 2 -

Line 6 con ' t .

p. 3,

Between 1971 and 1973 , 5 7 student s ( 26% ) encountered obvious racism
while seeking off campus housing .
p. 3, (4)
a.

Soci al Affairs -

I think it i s not valid to talk about the Black Cultural Center

in the same c ategory as Social Affairs , when section 7 Cultural Affairs is
in the outline .

It seems to me that the added Sorority and Fraternity would

serve only a selected number of Black students whereas a Black Cultural
Center would be open to all Blacks and hopefully , to Whites .
base of the "independent " organi zation is indic at ed .

The broader

In response to the

quest ion ( 12 ) regarding organizations and activities where student s spend
free time - the Greeks included 17 of 106 men and 8 of 115 women .
AASLF included 46 of the total number of student s .

The

The following Table

indicates the Black student attitudes in these considerations :
NA

Favorable

Neutral

Unfavorable

Establishment of Black
Cultural Center ( 43 }

8

169

19

18

The Black Sorority ( 32 }

26

82

67

39

The Black Fraternity ( 33 }

24

91

70

29

If we assume the attitude of the students toward the currently est abli shed
sorority and fraternity is indicative of their feelings regarding establishing
further Greek organizations , then a Cultural Center would certainly have top
priority.
It should also be pointed out that 5 9% of the students ( Q9 ) work more
than 5 hours per week which limit s the amount of t ime that they can spend in
addit ional activit ies .

- 3 On the basis of the above dat a , I believe the Cultural Center should
have top priority and the Greek organizations second priority.

The Cultural

Center could be established for a five ( 5 ) year term with evaluation of its
effectiveness , etc . at that time , and cons ideration of alternatives .

Avail

ability of the Center for Black and White should overcome problems in use
of program and services fee .
b.

The importance of recruitment of more Black students t o increase the

social milieu is indi cated by unfavorable attitude of 44% ( Q38 ) of the
student s toward the number of Black student s available for dating .
p. 6 ( 5 )

Recreation and Entertainment

Probably O . K.

The distinction between item 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , et c . seems

artificial at times .

It also should be pointed out in the appropriate place

that in terms of organizations ( Ql2 ) , where students spend time that student
governance ( Senate ' 73 ) and the Campus religious centers had little or no
Black participation .

Tlie se are 2 places where Black/White interaction could

be important .
p. 8 , ( 6 )

Community Affairs -

No comment
p. 8 , (7)

Cultural Affairs -

See earlier comments
"More Black cultural events " was in the top 3 items whi ch would make the
Black students stay at UTK more pleasant . ( Q47 )
p.

9 , (8 )

Human Relations -

Examples from Ql8 , 17 , 28
In general ( 47% ) of the Black students find the White students at UTK to
be friendly and courteous .

The magnitude of the problem is indicated by the

30% of the Black students who believe White students are not friendly and

- 4 -

courteous .
The struggle between cultural identity and acculturation is illustrated
by the 62% of students who would not date a White person and the 82% who
would not marry a White .

In contrast , 17% said they would date a White person

and 6% said they would marry a White .
p . 11 , ( 9 ) Information and Perspective of Black Student s In the Spring of 1973 , the Black student s felt that they were acting independently , without undue peer group influence in their relations with nonBlack student s (Q23 ) .

Yet a degree of concensus was indicated by the facts

that
1.

59% would not support UT as an alumna .

2.

72% felt UT was not responsive t o their needs { Q27 ) .

3.

72% felt there should be more Black cheerle aders and .
maj orettes ( Q36 ) .

4.

77% felt the Daily Beacon did not repre sent their views
( Q25 ) .

The three most significant ideas to make their stay at UTK more pleasant
were 1 ) Recruit more Black faculty and staff , �,2:) Recruit more Black student s
and 3 ) More Black cultural event s (Q47 ) .
The ranking of 9 groups in terms of support of Black student concerns
Table II , indicates the wide communication gap between the Black student and
the non-Black community , individually and institutionally . This TASK FORCE by
it ' s actions and recommendations may be a first step in clos ing thi s gap .

- 5 -

TABLE I
Rating of Groups for Concern of Black Students ( Q4 5 )

Obstructive

Supportive

Group
N

%

N

%

1.

Black student s

166

88

20

11

2.

Black faculty
and staff

15 5

89

19

11

The Conununity
at large

49

29

122

71

4.

The Faculty

31

18

139

82

5.

White students

22

13

146

85

6.

The Administration

21

12

1 57

88

7.

Alumni

18

10

15 9

89

8.

The Legislature

9

5

161

95

9·

Board of Trustees

9

5

167

95

3.

MRG : bh

-.... ,

�
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Task F orce on Blacks

SUBJECT :

C onles-Phillips Draft of Gct ober , 1974 ; "Environment"

FROl1i :

Nelson M . Robinson

DATE :

5 November 1 9 74

T he folloning observat ions and comment s reflect an " uninitiat ed" reading
of the C owles-Phillips draft in the sense that I have not participated in the
work of the Task F orce prior to reviet-ring this paper . I t may l·rell be that some
of my react ions are less than relevant to the Task F orce ' s perception of its
findings . On the other hand , perhaps a fresh perspe ct ive may be construct ive .
p. 1

1st paragraph . Should the Task Force ident ify the criteria by 11hich
this office is vie1-1ed to be " quite effective11? Does the C oordinator
of Black S tudies perform similar or related funct ions? Herr does the
11 counseling'' referred t o here relate to the "academic ·COU-""lsoling'
discusse� in the next paragraph?

Po l

2nd paragrapp. , 1st line .
" perceived" ?

Po 2

�
\._

By i·rhom is the need for counseling

Lines 1-2 . Shouldn' t the official name of the " housing de:pa.rtmcmt ( s ) "
be used? Uhat does "random" as a basi s for ass ignment �?

P. 2

3rd paragraph . I s "'.- he race relat ions counse ling policy not non in
effect? If not , shouldn�t the Task Foree say so?

pp . 3-5

Black Cultural C enter . Yihy is l.ir . Boston the only person lihose opinion
is reported? I cannot support the recommendat ion advanced in this draft .
llhile I concur that such a Center nould not serve a useful funct ion
iiithin the University community t-rere it to become a vehiclhe for Black
separat ism , I fail to understand uhy the Task F orce "l'rould assume that
Black separatism 1-rould be the inevitable result . liith firm and
responsible administrative leadership , careful attention to the defini
t ion of goals and purposes , and adequate support on behalf of such
�oals and purposes , an ap:vropriate C enter in uhich Blacks and non-Blttcks
could t ogether explore and come to undel'stand the nature of the Black
experience in contemporary society could quite poss ible - e�en
probably - serve a very important funct ion a s a non-classroom learning
s ituat ion . C ertainly , a calculated risk i s involved . r.Iuch rrould
depend upon pre cisely � such a center might be conce ived and 1!2:!:!
this conception is communicated to the general university comr.mnity .
r.Iuch rrould also depend upon the commitment by adininisti·ative , faculty,
and student leaders to the basic conceptual izat ion . I suspect that a
"Black Cultural C enter" may be less i·rhat I have in mind than a "Black
Studies C enter11 , but the e:-=act name is probably of lesser s it;,11 ificance
than the intent and purpose . I am persuaded that a 11 house" on-campus
uherein an B lack � non-Black student/faculty group could organize
and conduct a broad program of act ivities focusing upmn the B lack
experience in American society could become a part icularly valuable
asset t o the ent ire univers ity community and especially to our students .
C lassroom oL'el'rin.)3 help , but the informal , non-structured , and social

!

- 2 int eract ion t-rhich should be an in·� o cJ.•al l"Jart of such a c�;r/� cr could

aad a very �r9duct ive Qimension to the t otal univers ity learning
exper i e nce .

T he model of Int ernat ional House is su; _.e s t ive of the

potential .

PP o

3-5

T h e draft refers to an

±Na:g:v,-;

indl;:finite 11 m.t.'llb er11 and " other' B lack

student s e�.:pre s s i ng vierrs to the '.i'ask Force ;

arc more pre cise figures

ava ilable?

5-6

PP •

The logic of the recommendat ion re.s"<.:.rdinc Black frat ernit ies and

o:? the I>recedinc;
�-That more
se!Jarat ist. e�:i:;r'li on carapus other than the Greeks?
On the other hanci ,

s ororit ies is beffling,

especially in the l i :;ht

arc,uements ad':unced at:.a inst the B lu.ck Cultm·al C enter .

if Blaclc s·t;udel'r�s 1-iish t o orcanizes such groups <1nd. su:2ficent inte1·est
in support of the move can be demonstrate d ,
t ies be explored?
campuses?

uhy shouldn1 t the pos r.; ibili

l:llD.t has been the e�cperience in this re.:;ard on other

The U� C atalog lists

44

social fraternit ies and s ororit ies ;

/

this ;·;ould SU(;.';_;e st a student-frat ernity s orori·&y rat i o of about

500

A B lack enrollment of ab:mt 1000 studentsx and the tuo e�ist ine
Greek g:r:oups imu ld x. ind.icate about the same rat io .
Does a [,Teater
1.

to

demand for Greek organizational membership exist among the eeneral
:Black ctudent populat ion than among the non-B la ck student body?

D oes

t he Task Force 1·rish to addres s the problem posed oy the e:dent -t o iihich

�

c

Po

7

p.

8

campus organization ut i l izes a racial qualificat ion for membership??

L ine

13 o

\'iha.t are " reserve funds11?

C oo:ununity Afl'a.irs .

The sect ion seems rrholly inadequat e o

F orce really wish to su.::;0est thet

" C ommunity Afi'airs11

D oe s the Task

are summed up by

reference t o s o c ial opportunities �t K noA�ille C ollege , the pote nt ial

availability of Black churches ( more sepurat i sm? ) , and Univers ity C ent er
movies uith greater Bluck appeal?

P•

pp .

9

L ine

2.

Hhat criteria has been relied upon t o reach the

that B lack C ulture :J tl ok " funct ions sat isfactorily" ?

9-11

Hu..uan Relat i ons .

The logic of this statement

judg-ement

is an exce llent rationale

for the establishment of some kind of 11B lack S tuc:i.ie s C enter" as
su&0es t e d above��
p.

12 .

L ine

10 .

Should the Department of Pol it ical S cience be sincled. out

for special ment ion?

(Uhat

�

the fact s in this case ( s ) ?? )

-

-

ENVIRONMENT

COUNSELING

1.

Position rather than name .

2.
3.

S-p ecific areas o f counseling rathe

r

than " a wide spectrum o f concern" �

Re-location of reading center non supported although a realistic
assump t ion .

HOUSING

Paragraph 2 should deal in specifics rather than generalities .

1.
2.

X
X

3.
4.
5.

number of Campus facilit ies exist .

per cent of black students concentrate in the f o llowing dorms .

Expressed reasons for this concentration are

•

•

•

•

Approve - d isapprove

Recommendations if any

.··

(minority balance or distribution)
Students prefer it - cont inue practice of concentration

Omit names ,

use positions and point in t ime .

Last sentence is support ing separation to me .

students means more black counselors .

p

Realtors who list with off Cam us housing ,
or a signed statement ,

Concentration of black

.
is : that "promise" verbal

"I will not be d iscriminating in the sale or rent of

property listed with my agency . "

A recommendation could be made in the event it becomes evident o r proven

that such did occur that the owner would be denied the p r ivilege of listing
with the University Campus housing office .
SOCIAL AFFAIRS

An expressed opinion of

want a Black Cultural Center .
Omit names .

X

number of students interviewed - interrogated -

His posture is irrelevant , a personal view unless coupled

with a conflicting postur e .
Second paragraph is excellent with minor changes .
b - "substantial"

that ' s a weight j udgement

=

(canno t) validate changes then evaluate

Instead of encouraging black organizations encourage open Greek organi
zations .

If it is the posture that nothing discr iminatory can exist on the

Campus then if any exist they would be in violat ion of Univer s ity policy
forxing either a change in charter regulations or removal from Campus .

RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
What per cent p f black s tudents expressed need for inpu t ?
Are there representatives from all organizations?

If_ not , how was it

. determined who can have a representative .
One mus t work within a budget ,

that is a reality of l i f e .

distribution should be made to each organization .

determine the need to hold some in reserve .

An e·quitable

· : Then·· the organizat ion can

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
Omit the f irst sentence .
What organizations exist in the community for black participation?

they discriminatory?

Are

How can the Univers ity encourage utilization of our parti c ipation in

these community affairs .

·

� AFFAIRS
,o comment.
,q RELATIONS
Philosophical , value-laden.
,FORMATION AND PERSPECTIVE OF BLACK STUDENT S ·

Relevance not understood.

OTHER PROBLEMS .

Address· the concern of a dress code rather than isolat.ing a departmental
incident.
Alleged harrassments should be investigated. Are they true or not
true?
The black
Out of X number of security people only X number are black .
number should be increased for the following reasons:
•

/

2

•

•

•

CHAPTER 3 :

.

.

.

Environment

.

Counseling .

2.

R alph Boston in the Office of Minority Aff ai rs provides valuable

counsell ing to bl ack students

His Off ice appe ars to be

tions

in this

across a wide spectrum of conc e rn s .

quite e ffect ive ,

and we make no recommenda-

are a .

The re i s a pe rceived need for academic counsel ing ,

absence of any systemat ized program in this regard has

ing on the qual i ty of the bl ack students '

c ampus .

Mr .

howeve� and

a direct bear-

living environment on this

Boston in particular perceives

a need for tutorial

development of re ading skills .

Much of the need in this

respect can be met by more extensive

bl ack student ut ilization of the presently existing Univers ity Reading

Center .

The Center would probably be bette r ut il ized i f i t had a

more central c ampus locat ion .

the Center should be more

Also ,

the existence and function of

fully publ icized ,

Freshman orientat ion sessions .

as for example at

3.

Hous ing .

on-campus rooming assignments

department of the University ,

bas i s .

are handled through the housing

and assignments are made on a random

Afte r initial assignments

are made ,

students

are

allowed free

choice in the selection of thei r res idence hal l s and roommates .

Bl ack student s tend to concentrate in three or four of the

residence halls .

mittee ,

The concentrat ion is viewed neutrally by this Com-

as long as these halls do not become overwhelmingly or

exclusively black so as to foster undes irable separat i sm .

In the past ,

the various

counseling s e s s ions on

respect ive hall s ,

B i rchfi eld ,

residence counselors have held info rmal

race relations with the res idents o f thei r

and this policy was

actively encouraged by Mr .

former head of the housing department of the Unive rsity .

I t is

recommended that the pol icy be continued and empha s ized .

it is

recommended that particular emphas is be placed on obt aining

Also

bl ack res ident counselors and assistants in thos e res i dence halls

where there

are concentrations of bl ack res i dents .

-2 -

With regard to off-c ampus housing ,

the princ ipal problem has

been a conce rn over racial disc rimin ation in the avail abil ity of

such housing .

Although our data are scattered and unsystemat ized ,

consisting principally of some bl ack student and faculty complaints ,

there

is

re ason to bel i eve that a s ignificant problem exists

in this

regard .

Recently an off-campus housing office has been e st abl i shed as a

part of the services of the Unive rs ity ,

and this office l ists only

the names of those l andowne rs who promise not to disc riminate on

the basis of race or sex in making the i r real e s t ate available to

renters or purchase rs .

It

is too e arly to determine the effective-

nes s of thi s office , but obviously it is designed precisely to meet

the pe rceived problem and the refore we make no recommendations in

this

area at the present time .

4.

Soci al Affairs .

One of the primary concerns expressed by a number of bl ack stu-

dents to this Committee has been their interest in seeing a Bl ack

Cultural Center e st abli shed and financed by thi s University .

- 3-

Mr .

Boston thinks

such a Center would serve

a useful purpose i f it had

as its ob j ective a broadly based program fo r dissemination of informa-

tion

and unde rstanding of black culture ,

and if

it had a broad range

of participation both by bl ack and white students as wel l as by other

interested minoritie s .

He does not think ,

however ,

that such a Center

would serve a use ful function in the University if it bec ame a vehicle

for bl ack separat i sm .

This Committee on del iberation has decided not to recommend the

establ i shment of such a Center ,

a.

for the following reason s :

The re is no effective way of assuring against its

becoming a separat i st element in the Univers ity commun ity .

b.

Substant i al dissemination o f cultural information is

presently provided by courses in bl ack studies and by the

annual B l ack Culture Week of events .

c.

The establ i shment of such a center under University

auspices and financ ing could l ead to simila r demands by

other minority groups with a further spl intering effect

on the University community .
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d.

Financing o f such an institution f rom student fees --

which seems the most l ikely method -- would undoubtedly

be resented by other student groups

and interests on the

c ampus on grounds of l ack of suffic iently broad student

purpose .

Other bl ack student s - probably a greater number than those

concerned with obtaining a Bl ack Culture Cente r -- have voiced a

desire to h ave a second bl ack Greek sorority and a second black

Oppos ition to this propo s al ,

Greek f raternity on this c ampus .

principally by the Office of Student Aff airs ,

at ist arguments discussed above ,

students

is based on the separ-

on the l ack of s ufficient bl ack

and therefore o f demand on this c ampus ,

and on l ack of avail-

able Panhellen i c Building space in the case of a second black sorority .

Thi s committee recommends establi shment of these second organi-

z ations for the following reason s :

a.

Separatist tendencies are counteracted by the inter-

fraternity relationship provided by the

�
� ..

Council .

(A

Inter Fraternity

c aveat should be noted here ,
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howev� r ,

in that

the Council has

compl ained about the l ack of present

black Greek participation in these activities .

It

is hoped that these compla int s either are not well

founded ,

b.

or that they will be remedied in the future . )

One thous and bl acks on c ampus should be enough to

support such second o rgan i z ations ,

and hope fully in the

future thi s numbe r will substantially inc rease as the

Universi ty implements

its aff irmative action program in

bl ack student rec ruitment .

c.

Bl ack student s should be provided with a choice o f

bl ack Greek o rgan i z at ions ,

i n order to foste r attitudes

of personal independence and healthy competit ion between

organ i z at ion s .

d.

L ack of

space

should not be a cont roll ing factor ,

e st abl ishment o f the organiz ations

desi rable :

5.

if

is othe rwise thought

space should be found .

Recreation and Entert ainment .

A number of bl ack students have compl ained about l ack of sufficient
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bl ack input

into the dec is ion-making regarding choice of the bl ack

entert ainment groups that

are brought to thi s c ampus .

The advi sory

board of Recreation and Entertainment S e rvices has respresentatives

f rom various student organization s ,

who may be bl ack or white depend-

ing on the selection of those organization s .

terests in these matters c annot be ignored ,

white attendance

cess

if

Moreover ,

since a significant

is necessary to make these events a financial sue -

an admi s s ions charge is

involved .

Bl ack students ,

are advi sed to find out who i s on the Recreation board ,

their wishes and des i res cle arly known .

should be useful

white in-

however ,

and to make

Thi s input to the board

and welcome .
-

Another concern with Rec reation S ervices i s related to the f act

that the re are no re serve funds in the budget of this o rganiz ation ,

so that after specific allocations are made for a given

year there

is

ac ademic

little room thereafter during that year for flexibility

within the program of

a student organiz ation receiving an alloc ation .

This procedure s eems unduly restrictive ,

and it i s . recommended that

a reserve budget in some reasonable amount be establ i shed by the
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Recreation S ervice s board to accommodate a greater degree of flexi-

bility .

6.

Community Affairs .

The Knoxville community is fortunate in having Knoxville College

in

its midst .

Thi s College provides some soci al opportunities for

bl ack students at the University of Tennes se e .

are bl ack churche s in the Knoxville area

In addit ion ,

there

for tho se who choose to

attend .

It

is

recommended that mo re thought and e f fort be g iven by the

planners of the University movie series to showing films with greater

specific appeal to the black commun ity .

Such a selection policy

should benefit both the black and the white University community

in providing greater c ross-culture dissemination of information and

unde rstanding .

7.

Cultural Affair s .

The exi stence of the bl ack studies program and Black Culture

Week has been referred to previously .

�

The black studies program

is con side red in an earl ier chapter concerned with academic programs
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at the University .

The Committee makes no recommendations regarding

Black Culture Week ,

which seems to function satisfactorily .

Human Rel ation s .

8.

This Committee

is keenly aware of the difficulties facing blacks ,

and particularly black students ,

in t rying to maintain their cultural

identity in a predominantly white society .

greatly inc reased by the

The se diff iculties are

fact that many whites

are unaware of ,

therefore insen s it ive to the problems fac ing bl acks in this

Moreover ,

there

among the whites who are aware of the problems

is no

as sume .

agreement

and

respect .

involved ,

regarding the correct philosophic posture to

Reactions range from those who advoc ate complete separatism ,

to those who f avor total

absorption of bl acks

into the white cul ture .

The many problems connected with establ i shing identity are

pecul i arly compl icated by hi story in the c ase of bl acks

States .

Little over

thi s country ;

of

r'

a century ago ,

blacks were held in s l avery in

and only two sho rt dec ade s ago the invidious doctrine

" separate but equal "

Supreme Court .

in the United

education was

In that time

struck down by the United States

" all deliberate
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speed"

in desegregation

�

has in general proceeded more ploddingly than progressively .

over ,

More

there has pers isted through the great modern-day soc i al changes

in race

relations a

virulent myth of cultural

inferiority that has

I t is

doggedly attached itself to Afro-Americ an i sm in thi s count ry .

not surprising ,

therefore ,

that the black has

reacted to thi s

tion with resentment and sometimes with violence .

situa-

It i s also not

surpri sing that one of the primary watchwords in black thinking

today has been that of separat ism .

This Committee counsel s a middle road of moderation i n these

matters .

It

identity ,

while at the s ame time recogniz ing the realities implicit

real izes the central importance of maintaining cultural

in the f act that the Afro-Americ an does l ive in a predominantly white

society .

Our recommendations are ,

by the necessities of the problem ,

the nature of pleas for greater efforts at mutual ,

of accommodation .

differenc e s ,

The black

in

voluntary efforts

is by right entitled to h i s cultural

to the s ame extent that each individual i s entitled

to the right s of personal dignity and privacy .
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Moreover ,

every

�

person ,

bl ack or white ,

as an individual

i s entitled to be recognized on h i s own

and on his own terms for his intrinsic worth ,

without any hi storic ally or societally preconceived stereotype s .

The achievement of these goals lies almost exclus ively within the

voluntary choice of e ach member of this

of thi s society .

black and white ,

Thi s Committee exhorts e ach and every pe rson , ·

to be constantly aware of his or her moral obliga-

t ions in thi s respect ,

be achieved in thi s

9.

academic communi ty and

and of the social and spiritual benefits to

regard .

Information and Perspective of Black Students .

Thi s Committee thinks it most important that bl ack students

should perceive the significant advances ,

limitations ,

society .

The

as well as the continued

of desegregation and integration in

20th Century American

role of blacks in our soci ety in many respect s paral-

lela that of the women ' s liberation movement .

the seeds both of succes s and of failure .

Each movement contains

The fate of e ach movement

depends in l arge part on the integrity and foresight of those directly

�

involved .
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The black

student

at the University of Tenn e s see should be con-

cerned first and foremost with attaining the best possible education .

The bl acks in un ivers itie s today .across the coun t ry will be l e aders

of black and white soc iety tomorrow ,

be pioneers in thi s endeavo r .

to-day living ,

and to a l arge extent they will

Among all the petty irritations of day-

they should not lose s ight o f thi s obligation and

goal .

10 .

Other Spec i al Problems .

Two speci al

11 environrnental 11

problems warrant attention .

Some

instructors in the Department of Political Science have sought to

enforce

11 dre s s codes , 11 by forbidding blacks to wear hats or dark

gl asses in clas s .

This Committee believes that there should not be

regulation of either student dress or demeanor in class ,

unless it

i s demonst rably dis rupt ive of the classroom proceedings .

The Corn-

rnittee f inds it difficult to believe that either ordinary hat s or

sun gl asses could constitute such a dis rupt ion ,

and therefore recom-

mends that no such regul ations be establ ished in the future .

Another problem conce rn s the S afety and Security forces
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o f the

University .

There have been a number of reported incidences of

alleged bl ack harassment and insensitivity to black attitudes by

University police .

inclined to conclude that these

The Committee is

reports are not without substance .

Mo reover ,

it is

apparent that

there i s an unusually small number of blacks on the Security force

of the University .

a.

The Committee the refore recommends :

That an � all-out effort be undertaken to recruit

more black members on the University Security forc e .

b.

That the University establish a race-relations

educ ational

sen sitivity program for the members o f the

Department of S afety and Security of this University .
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BLACK AFFAIKS CENTER
For several years bl ack students on this campus have expressed a desire to see a Bl ack Affairs Center establ ished at
this University .

For example , the black student questionnaire

conducted by this

"L. . Jb �
8Ci?G t�ec in

June of 1 9 7 3 shows that , of the

214 students who responded , 1 69 or 7 �� favored the establishment
of such a center .

( Eight students did not respond to this ques

tion , 1 9 were neutral , and 18 did not favor its establishment . )

()�

The leaders and directors of the AASLF , of the •e4:kWfiiten.& of Black
of the Office of Minority Affairs favor having such

to do with defining the role
and purpose of such a center , if it i s to be established .

Would

it duplicate the functions of existing institutions such as the
0ffice of Student Affairs , the

0� - �a1�t

of Black Studies ,

AASLF , or the Office of Minority Affairs , or could it perform a
distinct role?

Would it function primarily as a social gathering

place for blacks , or would it also offer presently un available
culturally educational programs and activities that would inter
rel ate blacks and whites in greater mutual understanding?

Could

the monies necessary to establish and maintain such a center be
more effectively spent through presently existing structures , as
for example in bringing more black-related soci al , educational
and cultural pr6grams to this campus?

Converse1y , would establish

ment of the center result in any significant diminution of the
University ' s present commitment to provide black-related cultural

!
;

events for the benefit of the campus at large?
A case may be made for establishing a Black Affairs Center
even if its pr�ary function eventuates in providing a social
meeting pl ace for blacks on this campus .

One of. the repeated con

cerns of bl ack students both on this campus and on c ampuses across
the country is that they feel more or less estranged from the
predominantly white educational , social and cultural institutions
that make up the typically white-dominated c ampus .

A Black Affairs

Center would enable blacks to have a distinct location where they
could reinforce their own separate social and cultural identity .
Balanced against these considerations are questions regarding
whether such purposes would best serve the
of either bl acks or whites on this campus .

�-range

interests

Both races are in

substantial need of greater mutual awareness and understanding ,
and only those institutional commitments should be undertaken
which in the considered j udgment of the University will aid in
these goals .
A-----��
e Task Force recommends that the University give careful

itu��

attention to the establishment of a Black Affairs Center as an
adjunct of the Office of the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs .

This recommendation is based upon the conception of such a center
as an administrative extension of the general academic effort
of the university .

�e Task Force conceives the role of the

proposed center as one designed to describe , understand and com
municate the nature of the black experience in contemporary society
to the general University community through a variety of structured

�

and unstructured ,

formal and informal programs : the Bl ack Affairs

2

-·

,·

Center would function as a facil ity which would involve the

�

cooperative efforts of bl acks and non-blacks of the Knoxville
campus and the local cormnunity .

The Task Force pt'J!i'Be!:'•'8S eke oeeeHift\eaaa:i;iQP

S

�

lB

as

a

ce�aletZl:ated ---

.,;uccessful performance will depend to a very large extent

upon the manner in which its basic conceptualization is communicated to the University as a whole and upon the strength of
administrative ,

faculty and student leadership in support of the

Black Affairs Center as here recommended .

The �ask Force urges

that the Chancellor ' s Office assume and exercise the leadership
necessary to accomplish the intent of this recommendation .
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BLACK AFFAmS CEN·l·ER
For several years bl ack students on this c ampus have
expressed a desire to see a Black Affairs Center established at
this University .

For example , the black student questionnaire

conducted by this Committee in June of 197 3 shows that , of the
2�4 students who responded , 169 or 7 �� favored the establishment
of such a center .

( Eight students did not respond to this ques

tion , 19 were neutral ,

and 18 did not favor its establishment . )

The leaders and directors of the AASLF , of the Department of
Hlack Studies

of the Office of �1inority Affairs favor h aving

such a center

non-formula justification for such a center

dated 2 October 1 97 2 ,

a memorandum dated 25 October �97 2

from

� fl- It

the Coordinator of Bl ack Studies to the Vice Chancellor/Of this

campus incorporating by reference a letter dated 3 October �97 2
from the Director of the Black Student Educational Cultural center
at Florida State University in Tallahassee , a chart describing
operational aspects of similar centers at other colleges and
universities , a letter dated 3 April 1974 from selected black
faculty and staff at UTK addressed to the Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs advocating establishment of such a center and
setting forth the reasons therefor , and a detailed proposal for

�

such a center dated 24 July 1974 prepared by the AASLF on this
campus are attached as appendices to this repo

One o f the major problems has to do with defining the role
and purpose of such a center , if it is to be established .

Would

it duplicate the functions of existing institutions such as the
Office of Student Affairs , the Dep�rtment of Bl ack Studies ,

!"""."

,

./

recognizes the need for additional focus
in

and activity on this campus rel ating to the bl ack experience ,

order to further the goal s both of enhancing self-awareness and
identity on the part of bl acks and of developing greater awareness

�t�;fand

and underst anding by non-blacks of black pe rceptions , needs and
contributions in our soc

�

accordingly we endorse further

and sustained efforts by the University to achieve these goal

Overall responsibility for implementing a program in furtherance

of these goals should most appropriately be placed in the Office
of the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs , s ince the primary
thrust of such a program should be academic in nature and should
be tied to the academic efforts of this University in general .
The Committee is not in agreement on whether a separate

�

physical facility is necessary or desirable in order to implement
this program.

Those who favor such a facility believe that it

is necessary and convenient both as a focal point of activities
and as evidence of a demonstrable commitment of the University
to such a program.

Those who do not believe such a facility is

necessary or desirable think that it would l argely duplicate
functions of existing facilities and equipment on this campus ,
and also question whether such a separate facility would best
serve one of the principal purposes of the recommended program ,

�

namely t o foster better understand

�

blacks and non- l acks on this c ampu

i.at...e41.4Jl£4lfl@91:9iqe¥eras:the

.

•

d mutual awareness between

�4·J:r�ch a sq

Ca :�a ts.�teaa

5

�,y,:ry

B&=tolitye•

tl!a; ;±k should be

centrally located on the campus so as to be physically as well

· r

as psychologically an integral part of University l ife and readily

�

available to all who wish to avail themselves o f its opportunitie
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July 8 ,

1 9 14

VIL . Ja.c.k. Re� e, Cha.nc.e.U.oJt
Andy Ho.U ToWell
CampU6
Vea�t VIL. Re� e,
The Student Coo� Council., a.t i.:t6 Jui.q 2nd m ee.ti.ng , endoM e.d
a. pJtopot>a.l p1Le6 ented by MaJLk AUen o 6 :the. A f.,Jc.o-Ame!U.c.a.n Student
U.be!La.ti.o n Fo!Lc.e. Tlte. pJtopol>a.t c.onc.eJtne.d :the u:tabw fvnent o 6 a.
&a.c.k. CuUulutt Ce.n.teJt, a.nd £t copy o 6 :the pJLopot>al. .il> a..t:ta c.hed .
A la/Lg e pa/L.t o 6 :the JU.c.hne61> o 6 .th1..6 Univ e!tl>Lty l>pJUngl> 61Lom liA
cU.ve�t�>Lty, but we can g e;t :the mo.&t bene6.U out o6 ou.JL cU.veMLty one.y
when we .f.eall.n ttbout :the many giLoup.& :that make up OWl. c.ommu.n.i..:ty .
I 'm
.&utt. e you. woul..d a.g!Lee t.h.a.t :t.he u.ta.bwhme.n.t o� a. Bi.o.c.k Cul:tuJtai. Cent:eA
wou.£.d aid :the e.n.tille Unive.JthLty by enabling lL6 :t.o .e.ea�r.n about and
c.oi7Dnu.nic.a-te wU:h rut impoJt:ta.nt paJLt o 6 oWL popu..e.a.ti.o n .
·

1 wocdd appJteda.te. yoUIL .6 encU.ng me any ..i.n 6 o1Wla..ti.o n and/ oiL p.f.a.nh you
ma.y have ILe.gaJLcU.ng :the Centell , 1>0 :tlta..t 1 ma.y JtepoJt:t ba.c.k to the Counc..U. .
Tha.nkl> .
S.i.nc.ellel.y
. ,

u� f2�

Chlz..il> Vo!U.a.n
S:tu.dent Body PILet>.Went
CV : mk6
C:

VIL . Wa.UeJt Hellndo n
VIL . HowaJLd A.e.dmon

University Center R oom 349

-.

974-5008

U niversity of Tennessee, Knoxvil le, Tenn. 379 1 6 .

TO :
FROH :
SUBJ ECT :

Student Coord i na ti ng Counc i l , U n i vers i ty of Tennes see , Knoxv i l l e
Nark A . A l l en , Execu t i ve Cha i rman , A . A . S . L . F .
A Propos a l on the B l ac k Cul tural Center on Campus
As you may kn0\'1 , the Afro -Ameri can Student Li berati on Force of the .Un i vers i ty

of Tennes s ee has bean a ttempt i ng to es ta bl i s h a B l a c k Cu l tu ra l Cente·r o n the Knoxv i 1 1 e
campu s .
a1 1 .

Th i s year we a re g i v i ng a n a l l ou t effort to a c h i eve th i s goal once a nd for

He are ca 1 1 i ng for you ,

a1

o ng wi th the Stud ant Sen a ta and every other organ i -

zat i on on c ampus , to j o i n i n the s trugg l e .

A Bl a c k Cu l tu ra l Center i s no

� anger

just

a l ux u ry fQr B l ac k s tudents , bu t , rather , i .t Nou l d s e rve t h e enti re UT s tu d en�· popu
l at i o n as a c en ter for the l earni ng of Afro -Ameri can a nd Afr i can cul ture .

He , a l ong

wi th the Bl a c k Stud i e s Depa rtment and the Bl ack facu i ty a nd staff , fee l that for a
wel l rounded educa ti on to be perpetu a l a t UT a cu l tural cen ter of thi s nature i s q� i te
neces s a ry .

�le urg e that you su pport u s i n our endeavor throug h l etters to the adm i n i -

I

stra t i o n a nd a l l other acti v i t i es tel a ted to th i s s trug g l e .

!

Power to the Peop l e !

,,

Office of

� lP 1E CC llA.IL
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M E M O R A N V U M

TO :

Ha!tdy UA.ton, JJL.

FROM:

Ralph H. Bo�ton

VATE :

July 1 7 , 1 9 74

RE :

Ve.Ua. S-igma Theta.

�

AoteJL oWL c.onveJU�tLtion o 6 yuteJc.day c.onc.eJLn.i.ng Ve.Ua.
S-igma. The;ta., 1 ha.ve. a. oW qu.uti.o� a.nd c.onc.� .
Why miL6t the. woltk on a. pMpo� e.d B.ta.c.k Cul.twtal CwteJL
negate oWL woJr.k on Ve.Ua.? Why c.a.n ' t both the .top.iM
be � c.IL6� e.d a.t onc.e? 1 do. not u.ndeJU�:ta.nd yoWL �.ta..te.
ment, " Ca.n ' t g.ive them .too mu.c.h a.t one ..time. ! ? "
1t woutd � eem .to me that the only th.ing you. ne.e.d .to
do a.bout Ve.Ua. � to a.gJLee .to a.dmi;t them .to c.a.mp1L6
a.nd 6.ind a. � pa.c.e., 6oJL the c.ha.pteJc. will be. � u.ppoJLte.d
by .i.:!A el6 a.nd the na.t.iona.l o 6 Q.ic.e . 1 �.inc.eJLely 6eel
that � c.a.nnot a.nd �houi.d not be put o 6 6 u.nt.ii. W.inte/L
oJL SpJL.ing but JtatheJL � e.e that a. c.ha.pteJL o 6 Vei.:ta. S-igma.
Theta. � on c.a.mp1L6 Fa.U. Q.u.aJtteJL .
We. ha.ve deba.te.d the pM� a.nd c.o� o0 � oJr.ga.n.iztLtion
.tong enough .
You. ha.ve a..U. the nec.u�aJr.y ma.teJL.ial6
�u.ppoJt.t.i.ng thw c.la.im o 0 a. � eJLv.ic.e o�r.ga.n.iza.ti.on, you.
ne.ed only .to �a.y yea. oJL na.y.
An ea.4ly JLeply would be a.ppJLec..ia.te.d !

Ralph Boston, Coord inator of Minority Affairs and Special Services
Martha E. B egalla, Coord inator of Wo men's Programs

Patricia G . Ball, Ass' t. Coord i nator of Women's Programs a nd Spec ial Services

6 1 5 974-4471

Office of

�rlECllA.lL
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Augu.6.:t 1 3 , 1 9 74
Mit. HaJt.dy LU.ton, J1r. .
506 Andy Holt Towe4

CAMPUS

Ve.aJL HaJtdy:
Recently, at the quaJLteJri.y luncheon ho.6.:ted by the chancetlolr. 6oiL
B.fa.ck Fa.cutty a.nd Sta.6 6, I fu.:tened .to yoUIL ILepUu .to quUWn.6
a.bout the TM k Fo1r.ce on B.fa.ck-6 a.nd 6ound that .6 ome quu.:tlon.6 We4e
.6:tlll una.Mwe4ed in my mind a.bout .the TM k Fo1r.ce 1r.epolr..:t a.nd othe4
.top-ic..6 which ma.y ole. ma.y no.:t 1r.ei.a.:te rUJr.ec:te.y .to .the Jc.epolc..:t .
Wlih lr.U pec..:t .to .the TM k Folr.ce a.nd .the 6olr.thcom<.ng Jc.epolr..:t, I 1 d
Uke .to know why the c.omm.U:tee .i.6 upcla:ting matelr.W. 6Jc.om .6ta. 66
a.nd no.:t .6.:tuden:t.6 ? 1 .:t .6 eem.6 .to me that .i.6 you upg�r.a.de one
you need .to do Uke.w.U e 6olr. the othe4 . The mo.6.:t log.i.c.ai. .:thing
.to do .i.6 .6ubmU .the lr.epolr..:t a..6 .i.6 , .then 6oUow U wLth a.n up
g.IUtdi.ng .to ma.ke U a.U cUILILen.t. S:tlll on .the .top.i.c. o 6 TM k Fo1r.ce,
I 1 d Uke .to know why .the 1r.epolc..:t ha..6 :taken IJ O long ? How much
value do you 6eel the 1r.epolr..:t will ha.ve at th.i.6 li:Lte date? When
wU.l cop.i.u be a.va.Ua.ble .to ind.i.v.i.du.aiiJ o.:the4 .:tha.n .the chanc.eUolr.?

I wordd a.liJ o Uke .to M k a.bout Vei.:ta. S.i.gma. Theta a.ga.i.n a..6 1 a.m
coM.taJttly quu.:tloned a.bout .tki..6 ma.tte4. 1 6 .:the4e ha..6 no.:t been
a.ny plr.Oglr.U.6 , wordd you pJr.e6e4 that I p.i.Ch.ed up .the matelr.W. a.nd
pe!r..6 ue .the ma.tte4 wUh the pll.Ope4 o 6 � ? A.6 I �r.ec.a.U, we .told
the women 6Jc.om .the c.Uy that the4e would be no plr.Oblem doing .:th.i.6 ,
U Wa.6 .6.i.mply a. ma..t.te4 o 6 6i.nd.i.ng the Jt.i.gh.t mateJL.i.al!J wh.i.c.h aJte
now on c.ampU.6 a.nd ha.ve been 6oiL .two mon.th!J .
I 6eel we a.1r.e doing
oUIL .6:tu.den:t.6 a. d1...6 .6 e4v.i.ce 6olr. ma.ny people who wa.n.:ted .to pledge VST
went o 6 6 c.ampu.6 .to complete .the pledge pelr..i.o d a.nd aJte now bona.6.i.de
membelr..6 o 6 .the oJtga.n.i.za..:tlo n. What c.a.n we do a.bo ut .th.i.6 .6U:ua.t.i.o n?
Fi.na.Uy, I .6ince4ely hope .that plr.oglr.UIJ .i.6 being ma.de .towaJtc:l Jr.eali..
za.:tion o 6 a. B.fa.ck Cuftwr.al Cen.:teJr. . S:tu.den:t.6 a.nd .6:ta.66 a.Uke 6eel
that .th.i.6 would be a.n excellent .6.tep .towaJr.d ma.k.i.ng .the u.n.i.velr..6 UIJ
a. mo1r.e a.t:tlta.c.v
.:tl e p.fa.c.e 6oiL .the &ea.c.k .6:tu.den.t !J eek.i.ng h.i.ghe4 educ.a.:tion .
Coui.d 1 plea.6 e ha.ve yowr. 1r.eply .to .:thu e quuti.DM at yowr. WLU.u.:t
conven.i.ence.

R a l ph Boston, Coord i n a to r of Minority Affairs a nd Spec i a l Servi ces
Ma rtha E. Bega l l a , Coord inator of Women's Progra m s

Pa tricia G . B a l l, Ass' t. Coord i n a tor o f Women's Progra ms a nd Special Services
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Rationale

.

·

1.. .

\

P roblen.
We ,

the Afro Arrie rican Stud ent Liberat ion Force o f

· The Uni ver s � ty c f Tenne s s ee at Knoxvi l le ,
that the we l l

b e l i eve

rounded educa tion that the Unive r s i ty

s o i l l ustriously advoca t e s i s be i ng grea tly deterred
by the ab sence of learnin g outs ide

the c l a s s room in

Ethn i c c u l ture tha t . i s nece s s a ry in today ' s
All

gra d uating s tuden ts

are

soc i ety .

l e avin g the U n i v e r s i ty

�:i thout a s u f f i c ient knowledge o f Afro-Ame r i c an aJ:ld
Afri can c u l ture s whi ch would

se rve · to

virtua l ly a l l area s of human

interac tion .

n i ty o f Knoxvi l l e ,
fee l s

them in
The commu

spec i fi c a l i y the Black commun ity ,

tota l ly a l i enated by

t.: n iver s i ty and

aid

i s moving

the

comp lexity o f the

furthe r a nd

fur t h e r c:n.;ay

fro� mu t u a l

int e r e s t s w i th this

h i gh school

s tuden t s f e e l that t h � U n iv� r s i ty wa s

not cons truc ted

i n s t i tu� i on .

for t hem because o f

the

Black

l a c k o f Black

c u l ture on campus and are currently

s eek ing educa tion

e ls ewhere .

the Un ive r s i ty

Thi s

should not be ,

for

s!'lou ld and can attract th i s v i t a l

s e gment o f the

s ta te ' s population .

B.

sol ut ion
•

The problem can be solved on ly by the creat ion

of a

B l a ck cultural center in whi c h a l l Unive r s i ty s tudents
. .

and the Knoxvi l le community may l earQ a n d part i c ipa te
i n the B l ac k culture that i s vita l ly needed

understanding and respect between the rac e s .
...
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for mu tua l
And ,

in

{ �. .

. .

. � f f ect ,
betwe·en

.

thi s center ":i ll serva to bridg� the c;,;eps
.

\

the un:. versi ty and the communi t;y . .
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£ tru c t u r e
'l'o . a C'comoe ate the acti vi t i e t
for

the ce ntei ,

a

that

b r i ck or stone

the l'v\SLF ha s p l a n n ed
s t r u c t ure

eight large s i z e rooms would be neede d .
of

no

le s s

At l e a s t two

the rooms - should be adj o ined by a folding pa rtit ion

to accomodate

large gatherings of at l e a s t f i f ty people .

The

shou ld

s tructure

fac i l i t i e s ,

a l so inc l ude adequate ba throom

s torage s pace ,

and

sho u l d be located near

a reasonab l y large park ing a rea .
the Unive r s ity ,
to d e s i gn the

If

it is

agreeab le w i t h

t h e B l ack s tudent population would

format ion of

the C u l ture Cen te r .

be depen dent

upon

complete

IV .

l i ke

i nterior i t se l f thereby a l lowing a l l

s egments o f i t s popula tion to take a n a c t i ve pa rt

III .

th�n

the Univers i ty

We would ,
for

the

i n the

howeve r ,

supp l i e s to

our task .

Nec e s s a ry C.ooms
A.

AASLF O f f i c e

B.

S torage Space

C.

Recep t i on i s t

D.

Directo r ' s O f f i c e

E.

Mu s i c and I n formal Gathering Room

F.

Lecture and Di splay Room

G.

Library and Tutor i a l

H.

K i tchen

I .•

Bathrooms

J.

Work Room

..

•

Acti vi t i e s
A.

Propo s a l for AASLF O f fi c e - general busin e s s

a nd

pl anning of activities o f thi s organi zation w i l l
b e carri ed on .
.

3

.

(' :

\

B.

Propo � a l

for � torage Spa=e

C&D.

Propo s a l

for Rec�p t ion i st a:;d D i r e c to r

l i sted under

-

i

"

·. . .

eq uipme n t not
-

I

·-·

·· · : .

in

u�c

\tti l l be

j ob de scription .

E . · - P ro po s a l for �1us ic and. I n formal Gathe r ing Room 1·.

Discu s s ion or rap

se s s ions on Bl ack cul ture
Di s c u s s ion

and B lack pol i t ic s .

s e s s ions o f

thi s type wc uld b e i n i t i a ted by a d i s c u s s i on
l eader who would
for

be we l l le a r ned i n �he top i c

th a t d i scus s ion .

I t would

s e rve to

the aware n e s s of Bl ack p o l i tics ,
and re l i gio r.. ,

2.

fur tr.er

en terpr i s e ,

( 2 per wee}: , 2 to 3 hours each )

The playing o f Afro-American and African mus ic
during th i s period o f
of

B l a ck mus ic would be encouraged

cente r .

Thi s would ta·ke p lace

room cr p l ace o f
·

the day only the playing

inforrr.a l

i n the culture

in a propo sed mus ic

gathe r i n g \<lhere

the

l i s te n i ng of mus i c might· be acco u s t i ca l ly sour.d .

It is

our

wish that WUOT might a l loc ate

two hours pe r d a y to the playing of Afro-A�er i can
and Afr ican mus ic such as c urrent

jazz ,

tribal mu s i c ,

and B l ack

voca l s .

c ontempor a ry b l ue s ,

Ses s ions o f thi s

b e t te r a cqu a int

Afr ican

type woul d serve to

a l l Un i ver s i ty s tudents . wi th

Black mus i c a nd may be u s ed by the Black mus i c
c la s ses .
3.

(daily ,

The discuss ion o f
d isc u s s io n s ,

1 to 2 hou r s )
Black Literature - w i t h

re ading s by interested faculty and

senior English ma j ors .

l

B ac

k drama ,

l ec ture s ,

music ,

\

'

With writ ing labs in

poetry ,

and prose .

'l'hi s

I

wnu 1

,:J

••#'

!!t::: r ve tc;, give

a

..•·

••

. ... ..

..

•

Blacl� v i �\>�point in l i terat ure e n d

· a i d in the procurr ing of Bl e ck l i tera ture for t he
The se s e s s ions may al so he lp s ttid ents

" Phoenix . "

'
� in fre s hman Engl i s h .
·

4.

Dai ly a period of

t;i

all

. with

�

C ultu

on e

in forma l g athe r ing \olhere stud ents

may s i t to get better acqua in ted

a n others l i fe style s .

Thi s period would

s erve primarily to improve the rac i a l c l imate

on campus a n d to perpe tuate a new sort o f open mindednes s
among s tudents .

5.

Once a we ek c l a s s in African Danc e .
African s tudent

An intere s ted

has o f f ered his s e rvi c e s in ins tructing

this and forming a D a n c e Troupe .
" .
\

F.

' Lec ture and Display Room

1.

D l ack h i z tory lectures

for commun i ty re s id e n t s by

Af ro-Ame rican h i s tory in s t ru c to r s , 9l ack S tudies

maj ors and by we l l versec B l a c k people

from the

These lecture s wou l d prove to g i ve the

commun i ty ,
community an

inter e s t in the f i e ld ,

B l ack H i s tory ,

and wou ld serve to initi ate more Bl ack Stud i e s
ma j o r s and minor s .

The se lectures could a l s o

serve t h e commun i ty b y in serti ng that portion

o f - hi s tory th a t wa s le f t out o f s e�ondary educat ion .
2.

Monthly or B i -Honthly Exhibits o f Bl ack Art painting s ,

scu lpture ,

drawings - The s e exhibits

maybe done by talented B la ck s tuden ts' or s tudents

•

with intere s ts in African and Yoruban Art .

l

r

Some

o f the exhibi t s may be obtained through the McClung
Mus eum and other interested group s .
.

:

.
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3.

· Showi ng ·
.

f i lms tri ps

· from UT l ibra ry

a'nci

s l i d e s that maylJe cbt" a i net.l
B l acJ: S t u d i e s Departmen t

s y s te m ,

o r Educa tion a l Med ia Center .

They would be

ba s i ca l ly on B l ack H i story some B lack p o l i t ic s
and art .

G.

Library and Tutor i a l Room

1.

T ut or i n g s e s s ions week ly for B l ack s tudent !:: w i th
an a im toward developing ba s i c educ a t i on a l
at the Un ivers i ty .

I t i s our

i ntent ion

ski l l s

tha t the se

s tud 7nts maybe tuto red by inte rested Univers i ty
s tudents and

fac�l ty and s ta f f .

pos s i b l e some work

if

Hope ful ly

study s tudents may b e pro-

c ured

in thi s area .

wo u ld

ce rtai n ly make the Unive r s i ty an ami able

S e s s ions

of

th i s type

place to a t tend .

2.

Da i ly - a

s t udy per iod of about 2 - 3 ho�r s

a p rcposee l ib r a ry that wi l l

•

in

house books on

Black S tudi e s and wi l l enab l e the s tudent to
feel comfortable while reading .

3.

The con s tant use o f reference ma ter i a l a s they
re l a te to B l ack S tudies and in formative rea ding .

H.

Ki tchen
1.

Once a week cooking c l a s s .

T�e cooking o f Afro-

Ame rican and African d i shes wi l l be taught
by ta len te d s tuden ts and s ta f f of UT to othe r
Thi s wi l l

less talented s tudents .

furthe r

encourage the practice of B l ack culture on
:

campus .
2.

Prepa ration of cro s s cul tura l banque ts .
.

.
!

.

• .

.
.•

I .

l:·it throcrw
are
of

J.

of

-

proposed �ct'.i \·i t i e s

s u f f i c i en t und e r s tan� ing

the ir use

is

fc x

t h e s e a reas

that an explanat ion

not needed .

Workroom

1.

Painting and
art .

sculpture wobd c a rving i n Bla�k

Primar ily

for

s tu d e n t s

in

. who �1ould l i i' e to deve l op the i r
art .

They \\·ou lu

ma j o r s , grad uate

rece i\''E!
school

other ma j or s
intere s t s

in

i n s t ru c t i on f rom a rt

s tuden t s

in art, and

interes ted art i r.s truc to r s .
V.

Equipment - Act iv i t i e s

for each room f ac i l i ta tes

certai n type s o f equipmen t .

Thi s equipmen t i s l i sted

be low :
A.

AASLF OFF I CE

1.

2.

S ecre t ary
a.

desk

b.

typewri te r

c.

fi l e s

d.

shelves

Pre s ident
a.

desk

b.

shelve s

c.

tel e phone s

. d.

.. .

B.

c.

fi l e s

STORAGE S PACE

1.

Storage c l osets with s he lve s

2.

"

Lockabl e "

doors

Receptio n i s t and Di rector

1.

Office space for

"both"

f il ing cab inets

..

.

·,

�
...

D.

E.

F..

\
.

3.

TypeHr iter

4.

Telephone s

Miscel laneous

1.

S l ide Pro j ec tor

2.

16

3.

�Jovab l e B l a c k Beard

4.

A i r cond it ioning

5.

Ma ga zine s ubscript ions

6.

Curta ins

7.

Fold ing chairs

B.

Microphon e ,

9.

�la ter

mm

speakers ,

for l i brary

ampl i fi e r for lec ture s

founta in

10 .

Cl ocks

11 .

a sh trays

12 .

plants

- real

and arti fi c ia l

1'-1u s i c Room a n d I n formal Ga therings

1.

S tereo Equipment

2.

Teve l i s ion

3.

Bean Bag Chairs

4.

Cushioned Benche s

S.

c a rpeted

6.

l amp s

floor

Lecture and D i splay Room

1.

s ea ting capacity for S O people

2.

d i sp lay s tands

3.

hanger s for d i splays

4.

d isplay c a s e s

S.

sculpture stands

•••·

e
·-

P roj ector

Motion Picture

· '•

.

: \..

l
· .·

... : . '·

G.

\

Libra ry 1\.nC: '! u tor i a !
. ·

1.

maga z i nes r2 c�:s

2.

book she � ve s

• 3.

H.

I.

4.

tab l e s a n d chairs

s.

recept ion i s t de sk and chair

6.

d i splay cases

7.

desk ( s )

8.

pamphl e t f i l e

9.

typewri ter

.

.

J.

( s te e l

f i l e c ab in e t s )

.

10 .

book end s

ll.

penc i l

12 .

book s t ampe rs - date due cards

sharpener

Ki tchen

(.

1.

r e f r i gerator

2.

i n s t i tut ional

3.

cooking and s e rving uten s il s

4.

t ab l e

5.

sink wi th adequa te

s i ze

.. . ,

..
1 '

c'. :.

.. \

stove
I I· ' • '
·

. ..

,

and chairs
p l umbing

Bathrooms
1.

.

l ibrary f i l e s

bathroom f ixtures

Workroom

1.

s ink

2.

work tab l e

3.

potters whe e l

4.

r e frige ra t ion

5.

ea s e l s

6.

dra ining boards

for s torage o f ma te rial s

( Prices are not a f f ixed to ·these i tems for the University
: Wil l hODefu }, ;(.y
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VI .

\

Poc i t i on s C r e a ted
a.

D i r ector

- r e sponsible

programs ,
·

phys ical

c r e a t i v ity of new i dea s ,

upkeep

s tructure and its conten t s ,
of

obs e rvance
govern s a i d
b.

for ma inten ance o f proposed
of

the

the

and

a l l Univer s ity regula t i o n s that

s tructure .

Rece p t i on i s t - d i rec t l y re spons ible

to

the Direc to r

and would over s e e a l l work study s tuden t s
c.

Works tudy s tude nts would be needed the

f o l lowing

area s :

1.

Library - pre ferably studenta
s c i e nce ,

re spon s ible

tenance of

2.

Mus ic

o f l ibrary

for comp l e te ma in-

the l ibrary

studer. t -

respon s ib l e

for al l

aud i o

e(!u ipmen t

3.

Art s tude nt

-re s�on s ib l e

for

ma intenance

of a l l d i splays

4.

Two

additional work study

students

for

mj sce l l aneous activ i t i e s
d.

s �curi ty guard - respon s ible
of

e.

the

for

the

secur i ty

bui ld ing after c l o s i n g hou r s .

Black Janitors

-

re spons ible

for ma inta ining

the c l eanl ine s s of the bui ldin�
The leadership o f the AP.SLF recogn i z e s
•

its

respon s ib i l ity

to be creative and continue to deve lop new programs
•

activit i e s to

be held a.t the Center .

With th i s

we ackn�wl edge our commitment to creativity and

a l l e f fort to make

and

in mind ,
s uppor t

the Center an actr a ctive part o f the

Univers i ty campus .
·.
• ,•

.

.

